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AB3T'r3A CT
Previous analyses of the error probability for feed-
back decoding of convolutional codes have focused almost
exclusively upon the syndrome portion of the decoder, the
contents of which are statistically dependent upon the
'	 infinite past due to the feedback of previous decoding
estimates. This viewpoint make '- exact error probability
calculations intractable. In this paper, however, the
entire decoder is modeled as an autonomous s'och?st^c
sequential machine and finite Markov chain theory applied
in order to obtain a precise expression for P rD (u), the
probability of error associated with the feedback decodinf
of the u th subblock of information digits, thus circum-
venting the problems imposed by the dependencies on the
infinite past' . The analysis technique developed here applies
to any syndrome feedback decoder for a systematic, rate
? _convolutional code of memory order m over Gr(2), used
0
for transmission over a binary symmetric channel.
The limit of P FD(u) as u tends to infinity, when
the limit exists, is termed P FD , the steady-state prob-
ability of error of feedback decoding, Sufflaient con-
ditions on decoders are given in order for FFD to exist,
and two classes of minimum distance decoders exhibited
which meet these sufficient conditions.
PFD is calculated for a particular simple example
and found to satisfy PFD < PDD' 0 <p< 2, where PDT) is the
11
probability of error associated with definite (i.e., feed-
back free) decoding of the same code, and p is the tran-
sition probability of the binary symmetric channel.
The stochastic sequential machine approach is also
used in order to calculate the probability of error asso-
ciated with semi-definite decoding, a decoding technique
intermediate to feedback and definite decoding. Suffi-
cient conditions are given for PSDn(k), the probability
of error of a k starve semi-definite decoder, to tens' to
P7D. as k tends to infinity. Also, examples are exhibited
for which there exists n particular value of k, k a , such
that PSnD ( xa ) is strictly less than both P FD and PDD , in-
dicating that semi-definite decoding may be of some prac-
tical value.
P FD (u) is found to satisfy PMLGD < PFD (u), u --0,1,2,--,
1
where PMLGD is the probability of error associated with a
"maximura likelihood :genie decoder" for the same code. Air,,,,
for a particular class of codes and feedback decoding rules,
the relationship PFD < PDD is established in the limit as
the binary symmetric channel tran:3ition probability p ap-
proache.; zero.
Viterbi decoders for convelutlen-a1 codes associ,- ' ed
wit" non-finite encoding trees are modeled. as finite auto^-
n-)mnus stochastic sequential machines for the purpo e of
^:al^'dating t %ie probability of error per information di6it.
Steady-state state occupancy probabilities and thus steady-
iii
state probability of decoding error are found to exist for
such decoders for all convolutional codes. Also, it is
demonstrated that even though a maximum likelihood sequence
of information digits is estimated by a Viterbi decoder,
the probability of error per information digit is not
necessarily minimized. Finally, for a restricted range of
code rates, it is proved that there exist convolutional
codes such that the Viterbi decoding probability of error
per information digit decreases exponentially with in-
creasing encoding constraint length, thus demonst.ratin
that Viterbi decoders need not be periodically resynchronized
In order to obtain "good" decoding performance.
IV
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A 1TITT:1ED MARKOVIA17 t1I=L SIS
0:' DECODERS FOR COTIVOLi;%'C" ,7,U CODES
by
Thomas 11. Morrissey, Jr.
I. Introduction
A diagram of a general, binary, systematic, rate R = 1 convclut_,)nal
coding and decoding scheme at time u + m is shown in Fifure i
The digits i(t), p(t), e(t),C(t), and s(t) represent the inr rrat.i^n,
parity, information error, parity error, and syndrome input dipits re!^pec-
tivel at time t, t = 0 1 2y	 ,	 ,.,_,a(t) - (a 
o
00,7(,a 
I 
(t)---,o 
m
-1 (t)) is the
—
m dimensional column vector representing the state of t`!e syndrome regis-
ter at time t, and e*(u) = f(a(u+m), s(u+m)) is the estimate of e(u) fDrmed
at time u+m, where the decoding function f is designed to provide a "reason-
able" estimate of e(u) based upon o(u+m) and s(u+m).
In the sequel column vectors will be denoted by parentheses 	 and
row vectors by brackets [I.
All digits are elements of GF(2), the finite field of two elements,
and all operations are assumed to be carried out in this field The pl•as
and minus signs in Fig. 1 represent identical operations in GF(2), and
are distinguished here to emphasize the operation of the decoding process.
* This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA Grant NGR 15-004-026) in iiaison with the Flight Data
Systems Branch of the Goddard Space Flight Center, and forms
a dissertation to be submitted in partial fulfillment of the re:uire-
ments for the doctor's degree in electrical enpineering at the Univer-
sity of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
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The noise digits are assumed to be statistically independent, cac.:
having probability p of being, a "1" and probability 1-p of being a "0",
This noise source model is equivalent, with respect to the transmission
of the information and parity digits, to a memoryless binary symmetric
channel (BSC) with crossover probability p. Given that a "0" or "1" is
transmitted over the BSC, the digit is received incorrectly with probabil-
ity o, the probability that a noise source in Fig. 1 will generate a "1"
and complement the corresponding transmitted binary digit.
Since the information sequence appears unaltered among the trans-
mitted sequences, the code is said to be in systematic form. The remain-
ing transmitted sequence is callee the parity sequence.
The syndrome input digits are formed by passing the recei l^ed in-
formation sequence through a replica of the discrete linear filter used
to form the parity sequence at the encoder, and subtracting from the re-
sult the received parity sequence, Since the system is linear with re-
spect to the formation of the syndrome input digits, this sequence is
equal to the sum of the components at the input of the syndrome register
resulting from the information and noise sources. However, the component
due to the information source stream is formed by passing the information
sequence through two identical discrete linear filters in parallel and sub-
tracting the output of one from the other. lience this component is zero,
and the syndrome state and input are independent of the information stream
and depend only on the noise digits.
Since the code is in systematic for • , e*(u) is subtracted from the
output of the encoder replica in the decoder in order ro form i*(u) _
= i(u) + (e(u) - e*(u)), the estimate at time u+m of the information dig-
it at time u. Thus the associated probability
2
s(u+m) = F, e(u)+-----+g elu+m)
m	 U
of error Pr(i s` (u) 0 i(u)) is equal to Pr(e*(u) ;' e(u)), anc'. is in6e-
pendent of the information segv—n.ce since the syndrome state and input used
to form e6 (u) are functions only of the channel errors.
Three modes of decoder operation, depicted by the position of the
switch, are shown in Fig. 1.
The position labeled DD, in which the syndrome register is not mod-
ified, corresponds to the decoding; scheme known as definite decoding [1].
For definite decoding,
a0(u+m) = s(u) = gm e(u-m) +---+g1e(u-1) +goe(u)
al(u+m) = s(u+l) = pme(u-m+l) ------- p le(u) + goe(u+l)
I
II
f
i
m-1(u+m) = s(u+m-1) = g.me(u-1) + gm- 1e(u)+---+goe(u+m-1)
-S^ u1
-^(u+l)
I
I	 `
I
I
-^(u+m-l)
and thus a total of 3m+2 statistically independent noise bits affect the
estimate e*(u).
The definite decoding probability of error is defined to br
PDD(u) A Pr(e *(u) ¢ e(u)/
DD 
mode)' For u._m the probability distribut.on
for (e(u-m),---,e(u),---,e(utm), &(u),-- - F,(u+m
	
and therefore PDD(u1,
is independent of u. HF nce the steady-state decoding probability of error
for definite decoding, P DD , is simply equal to PDD(m).
Since in definite decoding e(u-m),---,e(u-1) affect the estimate
e*(u) but have already been estimated by the decoder, presumably , ,ith low
probability of an incorrect decision, it would seem reasonab 	 to use
e*(u-m),---,e *(u-1) in an attempt to cancel the effect of e(u-m),---,e(u-1)
in (a(u+m),s(utm)). It is useful to assume that the true values of e(u^r^),---e(u-_
3
have been estimated, in which case t!-.e svndrome state and input are func-
tions only of 2m+2 statistically independent noise digits, a situation
S
which intuitively is superior to definite decoding. This is done in the
decoding, position labeled GD, or " genie decoding" after Wozencraft and
Jacobs (2], in which use is made of a genie who corrects the estimated
error bits, if necessary,and feeds them back in order to form the modi-
fied syndrome equations
vo(u+n:) = goe(u)	 - E(u)
f1
(u+m) = g1e(u) + poe(u+l)	 -^(utl)
!	 It	 I
f	 i
0M-11 (u+m) = gm-le(u)+---------goe(u+m-1) 	 -C(u+m-1)
s(u+m) = >' m e(u)+----------+gle(u+m -1)+F0e(u+m) -E(u+m).
Since genies are rumored to be quite scarce, the genie decoding node is
used merely as a handy conce ptual tool for calculating an upper bound on
system performance. The probability of error associated with genie de-
s
coding, PGD(u), is defined to be Pr(e^(u) ^ e(u)/OD mode )' Since this
probability is independent of u for u>0, the steady-state error Probabil-
ity for genie decoding, P Of , is simple P(0).
in the mode of operation labeled M 1or feedback decoding,, error
estimates are fed back to modify the syndrome without the services of a
genie. The resulting equations are
vo(u+m) = gm(e(u-m)-e^'(u-m))+---+p1(e(u-1)-e*(u-1))+g0e(u)
	-&(u)
Cr 1(u+m) = gn(e(u-m+l)-e*(u-r:+'1))+---+gle(u)+Foe(u+l)
	 -E(u+l)
1
!	 i
^	 i	 I
o^^ l (u+m) =	 g (e(u-l)--e*(u-1))+;,M-le---+F^e(u+m-1)	 -^(u+--1)
s(u+m) =	 Fme(u) ------- goe(u+m)	 -V u+r;.
µ
(2)
t.
I As long as no decoding mistakes have been made, feedback decoding coincides
with genie decoding; however, decoding errors in feedback decoding affect
the syndrome as would a pattern of channel errors, and could result in fur-
ther decoding mistakes even in the ab-^ence of additional channel noise [3].
The probability of error associated with feedback decoding, PFD (u), is
the quantity Pr(ee ( u) # e(u) /FD mode )• The quantity lim..P FD ( u), when
it exists, is denoted as P FD , the steady-state probability of error of
feedback decoding.
!
	
	 [e*(u)]FD, [e*(u)]DD , and [ee ( u)]GD
 will be used to denote the esti-
mates made by the feedback, definite, and genie decoding operations res-
pectively when it is necessary to distinguish which decoding method is
being used.
For both definite and genie decoding the syndrome state and input
are functions only of statistically independent channel error digits over
a finite span, and Pr(ee(u) $ e(u)) may be easily calculated in principle
by summing the probabilities of those error patterns for which e e(u) $ e(u).
However, for feedback decoding, the estimated digits e*(u-m),--- ,ee(u-1)
affecting v(u+m) are dependent among themselves and upon e ( u-m),---,e(u),---
---,e(u+m-1), &(u),---E(u+m-1), the channel noise digits affecting the syn-
drome state. Alternatively, the syndrome state and input are dependent on the
entire past history of the error sequences, i.e., upon E ( u+m), ^(u+m-1),---
---,&(0), e(u+m), e(u+m-1),---,e(0). Thus if attention is focused exclusively
upon the syndrome equations for the purpose of calculating the probability
of error, the complexity of the calculation necessary in order to calculate
PFD (u) exactly grows exponentially with increasing time u.
In this paper the decoder is modeled as an autonomous stochastic se-
quential machine [4,5] and finite Markov chain theory applied in order to
calculate the feedback decoding probability of error exactly. This approach
can best be illustrated by an example.
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II. KUMPLE OF STOCHASTIC SEC M4TTAL MACHINE APPROACH
1
Consider the special case (m=1, g o=1, p,=1, f(Qo(u),s(u))=ao(u)-s(u))
illustrated in Fig. 2 of the general systematic rate R = 2, binary convolu-
tional coding and decoding scheme in Fig. 1.
Since with syndrome decoding the probability of error is independent
of the information stream, as was stated in the previous section, the all-
zero information sequence may be assumed without loss of generality. Thus
for the purpose of calculating Pr(i*(u) # i(0) = Pr(ee(u) $ e(u)), the en-
coder portion of Fig. 2 may be ignored and the system modeled as in Fig. 3.
When the switch is in the DD position
[e*(u)]
DD = s(u+l)-o0(u+l) = s(u+l)-s(u)
= (e(u)+e(u+l)- C(u+l))-(e(u-1)+e(u)-E(u))
= e(u)+e(u)[e(u-1)-E(u)+e(u+l)-E(u+1)]
°-
	
	 +e(u+l)e(u-1)-e(u+l)E(u)- E(u+l)e(u-1)+E(u+l)t(u)
and thus PDD - Pr([e*(u)]DD $ e(u))
= Pr[e(u){e(u-1)- t( u)+e(u+l)-E(u+l))+e(u+l)e(u-1)•-e(u+l)E(u)-E(u+l)e(u-1)
+E(u+l)E(u)=13.
Since the error digits in this expression are statistically independent,
each having probability p of being a 'T', P DD may be easily calculated to be
PDD = 8p 2(1-p) 3 + 4p 3 (1-p) 2 + 4p4(1-p).	 (4)
When the switch is in the GD position
[e*(u)]
GD = , s(u+l) -a (u+l)
_ (e(u)+e(u+l)-E(u+!.)) *(e(u)-E(u))
i
	
	 e(u)+e(u)[e(u+ l)-E(u+l)-E(u)]- e(u+l)E(u)+E(u+l) -E(u)
and PGD = Pr([e*(u)]G9 $ e(u))
= Pr[e(u) (e(u+l)- E(u+l)-E(u))- e(u+l) E(u)+E(u+l) • E(u) = 11.
6
The error digits here also are statistically independent, and P GO may be
computed to be
PGD = 5pp2(l-p) 2 t 2p 3 ( 1-p) + p 4 .	 (5)
However, for feedback decoding
[ee(u)]FD = s(u+l)-oo(u+l)
= (e(u)+e(u+ l)-C(u+l))- ( e(u-1)-[eh ( u-1)IFD+e(u)-Vu))
e(u)+Ce(u-1) - [a*(u-1)?F,D][e(u)te(u+l)--E(u+l) 7
+e(u)e(u+l))-e(u)&(u+l))-a(u)&(u) -e(u+l)-E(u) +C(u)^(u+l),
and P FD( u) = Pr([e*(u)]FD ¢ e(u))
= Pr[ (e(u-1)-Cee(u-1)]F,D)(e(u) +e(u+l)-&( u+l))+e(u )e(uf l) -e(u) E(u+l)
-e(u)C(u)-e(u+l)C( u)+ Vu) E( u+l)=1].
But Cee ( u-1)]rD
 depends upon e(u), O u) and the previous error digits
e(u-1)9---,e(0) and	 Therefore the procedure for calculat-
ing fr([e*(u)]FD # e(u)) by means of summing the probabilities of the de-
coding-error-causing error patterns as was done for definite and genie ee-
coding is extremely unwieldy and, for a13 practical purposes, impossible
for large u.
However this problem of infinite past history dependence is circum-
vented by the representation of the ( feedback) decoder of Fig. 3 as a four
state sequential machine with two dimensional random input vector (e(u+l),&(u+I))
and single output e*(u) at time u+l. The four states are denoted as
qo=00, ql=01, q2=10, and q ell, where the first digit represents the con-
tent of the buffer and the second the content of the syndrome register.
The decoder then may be modelled as a four-state autonomous stochastic
machine in which the states are the same as the original sequential machine,
and the transition probabili .tin.r. between pairs of states are the sums of
the probabilities of those input noise vectors that take the mach i. ne fr-r..-;
7
I
the first state to the second. The state-behavior of the foar-state
mad
P02
P12
P22
P 32
Lbed by
p(1-p)
0
(1-p) 2
0
autonomous stochasti+
transition trix
P00 P01
P10 P11
*	
s 
P20 P21
--	 P30 P31
sine is thus deser
P03
	 [(:l-p )
F13
P23:
P 33	 1-p
the foll
P2
P
p(1-p)
p
awing Markov
p(1-p)
02
P
0 j ,
where Pij is the conditional probability that the system will be in state
qj
 at time u+l given that it is in state q i at time u.
.As an example of how the Pij 's were calculated for this decoder,
assume that the system is in state q l=01 at time u. Now if e(u)=0 and
Q u)=0, or e(u)=0 and E(u)=2, the state at time u+l will be q o=00;r and if
e(u)=1 and E(u)=0, or e(u)=l and E(u)=i, the state at time u+l will be q2=10.
Therefore, P11=0, P13=0,
P10=Pr[e(u)=O,E(u)=0]+Pr[e(u)=O,E(u)=1a=(1-p)2+p(1-p)¢1-g,
L
	
sl14	
P12=Pr[e(u)=1, E(u)=O]+Pr[e(u)=1,E(u)=17=p(1-p)+p2=p.
The fact that e(u) and E(u) are statistically independent of one another
and of the assumed state at time u makes the calculation of the P..'s
17
straightforware, The actual state at time u accounts for all the past
history of the error sequences that is relevant to future operation of.the
decoder.
The probabilistic transition diagram for this decoder is sham in
Fig. 4.
Let W(u) a
 [Wo(u),F7 1(u),b:2(u),W3(u)7 be the state probability vec-
tor at time u; i.e., W i(u) is the probability that the system is in state
qi at time u.
Now W(u) = W(0)eu, with W(0) d [1000] since a feedback decoder is
by definition in the all-zero state at the beginning, of the decoding process.
8
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If steady-state probabilities exist for the Markov chain, then
uim W(u) = W =h [W0, W
1' ' Wr-1	 j1, wher e W is the steady-state prob-
ability that the system is in state d ^. For this case.
J
r-1
PFD = lim P FD (u) =	 E	 ;1 (!) Pe. ,	 (17)
u -+m
	
j=0 
the steady-state probability of error of `feedback. decoding.
Note that fcr large memory m and/or block length 11 0 this approach
for-calculating, P FD is impractical because the number of states which
must be considered grows exponentially with mN 0 . The Markov chains,
however, are "loosely connected" since, there being only 2 I ' o possible
input vectors, each state can make a transition into at-most 2 :0 other
states
The condition for existence of stead y-state probabilities for a
Markov chain is given by the following theorem [7].
T`:eorem 1. Let n be an r by r transition matrix associated with a fin-
ite Markov chain. Then steady-state probabilities exist if and cnly
if there exists an integer
	
N , i < 11 < r-1 , such that 
n., has a rosi-
I
Live column, that is, a column all of whose elements are ^ 0.
The above condition is equivalent to the existence of a state
qj and a positive integer 11 such that starting from an y initial state,
q j can be reached (with nonzero probability) is exactly 14 stem.- This
condition when applied to feedback decoders results immediately in the
following, corollarv.
Coro.11ary 1.1	 For a syndrome feedbacic decoder for an R = K^ systematic
11 0
convolutional code with memory order m, a sufficient condition for steady-
state state occupancy probabilities to exist is that there exists some
positive integer Nn such thrnt tho all- cro st,7te r, o is reachable from
.0
an_y initial stateq-^ EQ kO In cractly 1'	 step:'.
14
^	 R ^
Now assume p = 0 and that the decoder is in the all-zero state
qo
 at time u+m. Now p =0_>S(u+m) = 0 and E(u+m) = 0; W(u+m) _ (10 --- 0)=7.v(u+m)=U;
and if correct estimates are made by a decoder for this noiseless case
(all decoders in this paper are assumed to have this property), e6I(u)
= f(a(u+m) : S(u+m)) = f(0) = 0, and thus a transition from the ail-zero
state into itself results from the all-zer6 noise input vector. Thus if
11
qo 
is the maximum number of transitions, over all q  e Qno ' required in
order to reach q o , and if state q k can be driven to c o in N'	 < N	 steps,
q o — qo
then qk
 can be driver, to q o
 in exactly N	 steps by first taking q k to
qo
q^ in 1"
qo 
steps and then driving 
o	 qo
q into itself PJ 	- II 
`70
'	 times. hence
the following corollary is obtained.
4 Corollary 1.2 For a syndrome feedback decoder for a rate R = 1
	
sVste-
0
I	 matic convolutional code with memory order m, which decodes correctly in
the absence of channel errors, a sufficient condition for steady-state state
occupancy probabilities to exist is that the all-zero state q 0 
be reach-
able from any initial state q, e QRO.
Since the binary symmetric channel is assumed for this develop-
ment, the random input vector e(u) assumes each of its 2 N possible values
with nonzero probability at each time unit u. Thus if a sequence of in-
puts is found to drive the decoder from q j
 to qo , that sequence of inputs
has nonzero probability.
By inspection, the K 0 buffer registers which form the encoder re-
plica may be driven to the all-zero state from any other buffer state
by the shifting ol- m successive zeroes into each. And the inputs to the
N O
-Ko syndrome ree isto_ -z; ►,..:,y be controlled, independently of the states
and inputs of the buffer registers, by proper choice of the No-Ko parity
error sequences. The following theorem may thus be stated:
15
r-
-	 yam, ^. :+,^'^ ►;^4?►,^^^!.^?^'
Theorem 2. For a syndrome feedback decoder for an r = KKo
To 
systematic con-
volutional code with memory order m, which decodes correctly in the absence
of channel errors, steady-state state occupancy probabilities exist if
the nonlinear feedback shift register composed of the N 0-
isters can be driven from any syndrome state a. reachable
to the a0 state by means of a suitable choice of syndrome
A shift register is said to be "driven stable" [8]
K0 syndrome reg,-
from a = 0 back
inputs.	 j
if any state
reachable from a = 0 can be driven autonomously back into the o state.
With this definition the following corollary to Theorem 2 is immc^ia*P:
Corollary 2.1 If the syndrome register portion of a syndrome feedback
decoder for an R = Ko , systematic convolutional code with memory order m,^
0
which decodes correctly in the absence of channel errors, is "driven stable",
then steady-state state occupancy probabilities exist for the decoder.
The converse to this corollary is no` necessarily true.
It might be noted that if a transition from any state to ary other
state is possible due to a malfunction in circuitry, no matter how small
the probability of such a malfunction, then steady-state probabilities ex-
ist for the decoder.
The sufficient condition that the syndrome portion of the decoder be
capable of being driven from any reachable state back to 0 0 = 0 is not nec-
essary in order for W and P FD to exist, as is shown by the following example.
Consider the R = 2 systematic convolutional decoder shown in Fig. 7,
with f(o0(u+1), S(u+l)) = S u+l . c o(u+l). With qo = 00, a l = 10, q 2 =01,
q3 	 QRO- (goglq2q3)	 the associated Markov matrix. is
(1-p) 2	p2	 p(1-p)	 p(1-p)
p(1-p)	 p(1-p)	 (1-r)2	 p2
0	 0	 1-p	 p
C	 0	 1-D
16
I
Since column 3 of n is nonzero, steady-state state occupancy prob-
abilities exist from Theorem 1 with N = 1, and W and P FD may be easily
calculated to be W = [0 0 1-p p] and P FD = P2 + (1-0) 2 . However, states
q2 and q3
 , reachable from qo , cannot be driven back too0 = 0, and
thus the sufficient condition given in Theorem 2 for W and thus P FD to
exist does not hold.
The state q is here a "transient state" in that it has zero
0
steady-state probability (W
o
 = 0). In general, if steadv-state prob-
abilities exist for the decoder states and yet q o ^ 0 is not reachable
from q^ e QRO , it follows that q o has zero steady-state probability and
hence lim P FD =' m since at least one decoding error must be made each
P^
m time units or else the syndrome register would clear itself.
As an example of a decoder for which neither steady-state state
occupancy probabilities nor P FD exists, consider the P. = 2 systematic
decoder with f(a(u+2), S(u+2))= S(u+2)'a1(u+2) u S u+2 • c 0 (u+2), where
„u', denotes "inclusive or", shown in Fig. 6.
The state diagram of the syndrome register portion of the decoder
is shown in Fig. 9, with the first digit of the 2-tuple state represen-
tation representing a i	 o( ) and the second a ( ). S refers to the syndrome
input which causes the syndrome state transition.
For tLis example there exists no syndrome state q i for which there
exists an N such that every syndrome state reachable from -°o = 0 (includ-
ing a,) can be driven to g. in exactly 11 steps. (It is assumed that
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P $ 0, in which case a0, Q 1 and 
c2 are all reachable from 00). Clearly,
therefore, there exists no decoder state 
gicQRO to which every state
EQRO can be driven in exactly tI steps, and thus no power of the associated
Markov matrix it has a nonzero column. Thus from Theorem 1 the conclusion
is made that steady-state state occupancy probabilities do not exist for
this decoder.
The existence of P FD for this example must still be investigated,
since the exists-::- of W is merelv a suf ficient condition for the existence
of PFD.
The cyclic operation of the syndrome register is begun at time u*,
where u* is the time instant such that S(i) = 0, i = 0,1,...,u*-1, and
1
S(u*) = 1.
Now the quantity Pr(ii*>a) is conservatively bounded as Pr(u*>a)<(1-p)a
a = 0,1,2,---,0<p<1, which implies that lim r(u*>a) = 0, and u` may be
2	 a	 —
assumed to be finite-
For u>u* + 3 and v(u+2) = al = (10), e*(u) = S(u+2) = e(u) + e(u+2) +
+ V u+2) and P FD (u) = 2p(1-p). However, if o(u+2) = 0 2 = (01) for u>u^^+3,
then e*(u) = S u+l = 1+e(u) + e(u+2) + ^N+2), and P FD(u) = p2+(1-p)2,
Therefore for u>u*+,,, P 
FD (u) = Pr(u* is even) 2p(1-p) + Pr(u* is odd)—
[p2+(1-p)2], u even and P FD (u) = Pr(u* is even) [p2+(1-p)2] + Pr(u* is odd)'
2p(1-p), u odd. Thus lime (u)
	
PFD if and only if Pr(u* is even)
Pr(u* is odd), which intuitively does not seem true for all p.
More specifically, for p a 0.4, Pr(u*=0) = 2p(1 .-p) _ ,48 and
Pr(u*=2) = 2p(1-p) 6
 + 3p 3 (1-p) 4 + 2p 5 (1-p) 2 + p7 = .0712. Thus Pr(u* it even)
> Pr(u*=0) + Pr(u*=2) _ .5512, Pr(u* is ever.) ¢ Pr(u* is odd), and P FD does
not exist for this example for p = 0.4;
However, in the limit as pi0, terms of order p 2
 may be neglected
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!	 and thus Pr(u*=a) = 2p(1-2p) 0 . Therefore Pr(u*is even) = E 	 2p(1-2p) 2i =
2p	 2p	 7	 22
1 	 i=0
1- 1-2p	 1-1+4p-4p	 = 4p = 2 = Pr(u"is odd), and
P FD = 2 [2p(1-p)] + 2 [p 2 + (1-p) 2 ] = 2 .
Thus in the limit as p -* 0, P FD exists ever. though lim W(u) does
u:; m
not.(For p = C, however, lim W(u) = W = [100---0] and P FD = 0 since the
u
decoder never leaves the all-zero state).
1°
IV, EXISTENCE OF STEADY-STATE STATE OCCUPANCY
PROBABILITIES FOR CERTAIN CLASSES OF DECODERS
Definition 1. A "Quasi-Maximum Likelihoor? Decoder" (QMI,D) is a feedoac'-
Kdecoder for a binary, rate R = Ilo , s}Istematic convolutional %ode wil l-,
0
memory order m which operates in the following runner:
Conceptually, the QMLD first determines (one of) the most likely
error pattern E(u+m) consistent with the syndrome state and input at
time u+m, assuming past decisions have been correctly made, and e^.timates
e* I (u) as the first K  components of the first subblock of 2 ( u+m). Ties
among the most probable error patterns are resolved on the bs^is of the
fewest number of errors in the leading positions of L'(ti+m).
More precisely, let Y(u+m) ^ (o(u+m) : S(u+m)) be the (No-K0)(m+l)
dimensional column vector representing the syndrome state and input at
time u+m. Also define E[Y] as the set of error vectors consistent with
Y; i.e., E[Y(u+m)] is the set of error patterns E i (u+m) which give
Y(u+m) 0 (R( u+m) : S(u+m)) given that e* I (j) = e I (j), j = u-1, u-2,---9
u-m. In other words,E.(u+m) E E[Y(u+m)?<-->Y(u+m) =HE (u+m), where
G1	 11011	 !1011-----11011
G,c G' O
G' \\	 I
m-'
	
N,
	 11011
1	 ^	 1
Gm Gm-1— — — G l GO
f
i
the G' i s are defined as in the previous section, "0" is the(I10 o ))GT0
---all zero matrix, and E i.(u+m) ^ (e.(u)	 e (u+l)	 ei(u+m)), withi
e.(j) 4- (e( 1) Q ), e(2)(j),---, e (NO) (j)), is any (m+l)t1 dimensionalo
error vector.
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	 A'	 ^ 	 J 
Since H is an (m+l)(No-Ko) X (m+l)N 0
 matrix with rank equal to
(m+l)(No-K0), it has a null space of dimension K 0(m+l), and hence
#E[ Y(u+m)] = 2(m+l)Ko for every Y(u+m). Note though that E (u+m), the
actual noise vector at time u+m, may not be an element of E[Y(u+m)] if
the previous m error estimates a*I(u- i),---,e*I(u -m) have not all been
made correctly.)
Now let E(u+m) C (e
u+m -^z+m	 —u+m	 ^z+m
(u)	 2	 (u+1):- --:e	 (u+m)) with a
	 M—	
--
(eu+m(i) '
 ;(2)(i) '	 'eu+m)(i)), be the minimum weight error pattern
	
U+M
I 	 which is an element of E[Y(u+m)]. In the event more than one such mini-
	
`	 mum weight error patterns exist,E(u+m) is determtned as follows. Given
E
A (u+m) and EB (u+m), EA (u+m) # EE u+m), as two minimum weight error pat-
terns consistent with Y(u+m), let j be the smallest integer for which
eA(u+j) ¢ e,(u+j), je{0,1,---,m},and q the smallest integer for which
eA(q) (u+j) ¢ eB(q)(u+j), q E(1,2,---,No). Describe the case e 1(q)(u+j)
and eB (q) (u+j) = 0 by E
A
 (u+m) > E$ (u+m), and the case e A (q (u+j) = 0 and
eB (q) (u+j) = 1 by EE u+m)> E A(u+m). Thus if E i (u+m), i = 1,2,---.p are
	
—	 —
all minimum weight error patterns consistent with Y(u+m), E(u+m) _ ^(u+m),
where E (u+m) > E.(u+m), j = 1,2,---,p, j # .
Therefore, given Y(u+m), E(u+m) as defined above is determined by
the decoder, and the desired estimate a* I (u) chosen as a*I(u)	 (eu+m(u),
eI+m(u)'	 ,e u+ ) (u)). This completes the description of the QMLD.
A QMI,D correctly decodes in the absence of channel errors, since
E(u+m) = 0 for Y(u+m) = 0.
As an example of a QMLD, consider the decoder of Fig. 3. Here
1 1 0 0
H	 =
1 0 1 1
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Al	 ^
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1
and Y(u+l)=I
S(
o(u+11 -
u+l) I
^u+l(u)
^u+l(u)
eu+1(u+l)
e u+i(u+l)
For Y(u+l) = (00), E[(00)] = {(0000), (1110), (1101), (0011)}
E(u+l) = (0000), and e A(u)0 '
= eutl(u) 
for Y(u+l) = (01), E[(01)] = {(0010), (0001), (1100), (1011)}
E(u+l) = (0010), and e*(u) = eu+l(u) = 0
(Note here that two consistent error patterns are of minimum weight,
l
namely (0010) and (0001). However (0010) > (0001) by the ordering re-
lation ">" defined above, and thus E(u+l) = (0010).)
for Y(u+m) = (10), E[(10)] = {(1010), (1001), (0100), (0111)}
f
E(u+l) = (0100), and e*(u) = eu+l(u) = 0:, and for Y(u+l) _ (11),
E[(11)] _ ((1000
	 (0110), (0101)}
E(u+l) = (1000), and e*(u) = eu+l(u) = 1.
Contrasted to the QMLD, a "Maximum Likelihood Decoder" (MLD) is
a feedback decoder which operates as follows. Given Y(u+m), let
eB J [Y(u+m)] be defined as the subset df E[Y(u+m)] for which the vectors
haveeB 7 (u) as the first Ko components, j = 1,2,---,t < 2K0 . Now
Pr(eBj[Y(u+m)]), the probability of the subset eIj[Y(u+m)], is defined
as
Pr(eBj[Y(u+m)]) = E Pr(Ei(u+m)	 (19)
E.(u+m)e eBj [Y(u+r^.)]
	 and
where E is over all
where Pr(E i (u+m)) = pW(__j. 	)(1-p)No(m+l) - Fr ( (u+m))	 (20)
is tree apriori probability of receiving E i (u+m), W(E i (u+m)) is the
(Hamming) Height of E.(u+m), and p is the transition probability of
the binary symmetric channel. Now a* I (u), the estimate corresponding
l	 22
i
to Y(u+m), is chosen to he aneB l (u) for which
1	 Pr(eBi[Y(u+m)]) > Pr(eBj[Y(u+m)]), j = 1, 2, ---, t
ie	 (1, 2 . 
--- 
. 
t} .
Thus an MLD chooses eI(u) as (one of) the most likely eB7(u)('s)
corresponding to Y(u+m), while a QMLD determines (one of) the most
likely error vector(s) consistent with Y (u+m), i.e., E (utm), and
chooses eI(u) as the first Ko components of E(u+m).
Note that for the case of only one minimum weight error pattern
consistent with Y(u+m), ei(u) is the same for both an MLD and a QMLD
for sufficiently small p.
It is also interesting to note that the decoder of Fig. 3 is an
MLD as well as a QMLD for all p < 2'
It should be pointed out that the decoding algorithm of an MLD
is a true maximum likelihood decoding algorithm for a genie decoder since	
I
the algorithm is predicated upon perfect removal of e(u-1),---,e(u-m)
from a(utm).
That an MLD may not always put out the true maximum likelihood
estimate in the feedback decoding mode because of past decoding errors
is demonstrated by the decoder of Fig. 3. For this decoder let pf.
be defined as the value of the BSC transition probability such that
PFD < P	 0<p<pr:
P FD =p	 ,	 p=p,.;	 (21)
P FD > p 	 P*<P<1
i	
(p*, the real root of 1-5p+5p 2-2p 3 = 0, satisfies .25<p*<.3.) Now for
I	
p.<p* it can be shown that the maximum likelihood error estimate condi-
tioned on the syndrome state and input Y(u+l) is always put out by the
MLD of Fig. 3 in steady-state. However for p* <p<2, again in steady-
,
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state operation and with f( a (u+l), S(u+l)) = o(u+l)•S(u+l) as before,
the most likely estimate is e*(u) = 0 for any Y(u+l). However, since
f(ll) = 1 the MLD estimates a*(u) = 1 whenever Y(u+l) = (11), so that
_	 i
this decoder does not always make the true maximum likelihood dezision
for this range of p.
1^o see this more precisely, let Y(u+l) = (a0(u+l),S(u+I)) =( 11),
and assume that the system is in steady-state. Now
Pr(e(u) = l/ ao(u+l) = 1, S(u+ 1) = 1)
= Pr(e(u)=1, ao (u+l) = 0 /00(u+l) = 1, S(u+l) = 1) +
+ Pr(e(u) = 1, ao(u+l) = 1/ao(u+l)= 1, S(u+l) = 1)
0 + Pr(e(u) = 1, ao(u+l) = 1/1 ,(u+l) = 1, S(u+l) = 1)
Pr(ao(u+l)=1,S(u+l)=1/e(u)=1,00(u+1`=1) Pr(e(u)=1,0o(u+l) =1)
P r ao (u+ l) 7-1, S u+ 1 = 1
Cp 2 + (1-p)2] pq3	 Cp2+(1-p)2]Cp-3p2+5p3-2p4]
Pr ao u+l = 1,S u+1 =1	 Pr Qo u+1 =I,S u+l =1 1+3p -2p	 (22)
And similarly, Pr(e(u) = 0 /00(u+1)=1,S(u+l)=1)= 2p:1-p)[p-3p3+2p4]
Pr( ao (u+l)=1,S(u+l)=1)[1t3p 2 -2p 3 ], (23
It can be readily shown that
Pr(e(u) = 1/a0(u+l)=1,S(u+l)=1 Y'Pr(a(u)=0/ao(u+l)=1,S(u+l)=1),p<p*
Pr(e(u)=l/ao,u+l)=1,S(u+l)=1)=Pr(e(u)=0/a0(u+l)=1,S(u+l)=1)ji p= tom
Pr(e(u)= li a0(u+l)=l,S(utl)=1) <Pr(e(u)=0/a0(u+l)=1,S(u+l)=1)y P>P*
The following definition is prompted by this discussion.
Definition 2: A "True Maximum Likelihood Decoder" (TMLD) for a sys-
tematic, R 
= La convolutional code of memory order m is a decoder of110
the general form of Fig. 6 for which the decoding function f(a(u):S(u))
is such that P FD (exists and) is a minimum.
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It can be shown (by exhaustion) that for a decoder of the form
of Fig. 3, f(a0(u),S(u)) for a TMLD is given by
f(a0(u),S(u)) = oo(u).S(u), 	 05 <P*
f(ao(u),S(u)) = a 0 (u).S(u) or 0,	 p = p^`
f(o(u),S(u))	 = 0 .	 p?4<po	 ±2
2	 3	 4	 5
in which case	 PFD 
7p 
1+3p^2p -4p	 +
	
Of P <P*
l1I	 P FD = p '	 p* `5 `2
For definite decoding or genie decoding, the probability distri-
;Dution of a(u) does not depend on the decoding function f, and thus the
l	 determination of the f for ihich Pr(e I (u) ^ e I (u)) is a minimum is re-
latively straightforward.
However, for feedback decoding the probability distribution of
a(u) is a function of f, and thus the determination of f for a TMLD is
more involved. Moreover, even if the maximum likelihood estimate e(u)
for each Y(u+m) is always put out in steady-state for a feedback decoder
with a specified f, this is not sufficient to insure that the decoder
is a TMLD, as the following example shows.
For the decoder of the form of Fig. 3 but with e*(u) = f(ao(u+l),S(u+l))=0,
it can be shown that in steady-state the state distribution is such that
e`(u) = 0 is the most likely error estimate for any syndrome state and
input for	
2
	 the real root of 1-6p+Bp
2
-4p 3
 = 0, satisfies	 < p
However, as stated earlier, a feedback decoder of the form of Fip.2
with f(a0(u),S(u)) = a 0(u).S(u) is a TMLD for p < p*, which implies tha:
the above feedback decoder with f(a0 (u) ,S(u) ) = 0 for ^<p 
<pe; is not a
TMLD, even though the maximum likelihood error estimatF is put out for
any Y(utl) in steady-state.
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(2u)
i
4
q
Intuitively, decoders suc}, as the one above for which the maximum
likelihood estimate is a function of p are more difficult to analyze
than maximum likelihood decoders for block codes, for which the maxi-
mum likelihood decoding function is trot a function of p for 0 <p 1
Lemma 1.	 For a syndro^e feedback decoder for an R = Na, binary,
0
systematic convolutional code of memory order m, N>m, where 2: is the
smallest power of the Markov transition matrix Tr associated with the
decoder for which there ex'_sts a non-zero column.
Proof: Assume Nam. Then there exists a decoder state q.
7
 e QPO which
is reachable from every state q i e QRp in exactly N<m step , . Let
E (1) A [e. (1) 	ef, e jl) ] be the row vector denotinp the contents of
the first buffer register when the decoder is in state q.. But any
	
(1) e	 (1)
	
(li
	
(1)	 (1)	 (1)
state qk e Q
	
[eRO with E	
_	
k ^ m ,---,e	 [e	 ek,l	 _	 j ' l , ej'l, ---,j'l^
where e^ is the binary complement of e (l) , cannot be driven to q.
l	
J,1	
J,1	 J
in fewer than m steps, contradicting the assumption N<m. Hence Nam and
the lemma is proved.
K
Theorem 3. A QMLD for a systematic, rate R = L2 , binary convolutional
NO
code has steady-state state occupancy probabilities. Moreover N=m, where
N is the smallest integer for which nt1 has a positive column and n is
the Markov transition matrix asso
Proof:	 From Lemma 1, N >m. Thus
since a QMLD correctly decodes in
is sufficient to demonstrate that
can be driven to the a = 0 state
ciated with the
from Theorem 1
the absence of
any state of t]
in a number of
decoder.
of the previous section,
channel errors, it
-e syndrome register
steps 1'qo < m. (The
buffer registers can be cleared in at most m steps simultaneously.)
For E(u+m) - ( +m (u)	
^v+m(u+l) :---: 46,(u+m))
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associated with Y(u+m), let
9E(u+m) ^_ (eu+m(u+l) : -6	 (u+2):--- 8.v+m(u+m) : 0)^	 (25)U+M
where 0 is the N o dimei.jional all-zero column vector. Also let
YE(u+m) p
 (e
	 (u) : e	 (u): e	 (u+l) :---: 6	 (u+m-1)),	 (26)
—u+m-1 	 --U+m	 -U+m	 ^r+m
where A 
U+m-1(u) is the first block of E(u+m-1), the estimated error pattern
corresponding to Y(u+m-1) at time u+m-1. Note that
eYE(u+m) 4 e(YE(u+m))	
u+m(u).	 .eu+m(u+m-1) : 0).	 (27)
Starting with °(u+m) at time u+m, let the syndrome input vector
S(u+m) be chosen such that Y(u+m) = H(gE(u+m-1)), i.e., S(u+m) = G I (u+m-1),
and assume that E( u+m) r eE(u+m-1).
From the equations of operation of the syndrome (10), it can be shown
that YE(utm)c E[Y(u+m-1)]; i.e., Y(u+m-1) = H(YE(u+m)). Now W(E(u+m-1)
W( YE(u+m) since E(u+m-1) was the error estimate at time u+m-l. And since
E(u+m-1) and YE( u+m) have identical first blocks (by definition of the
operator Y),
W(eE(u+m-1)) < W(eY E(u+m)) < W(E(u+m)) < W(O(u+m-1))
	
(28)
=>W(eE(u+m-1)) = W(eY E(u+m)) = W(E(utm)).
	
(29)
But
W(eY E(u+m)) = W(d(u+m)) => 6&(u+m) = E(u+m),
	
(30)
and
W(eE(u+m-1)) = W(eY £(u+m)) -> W(E(u+m-1)) = W(Y E(u+m)). (31)
Now W(E(u+m-1)) = W(Y£(u+m)) -> the ordering relation ">" is defined be-
tween the two vectors, and E(u+m-1) >Y E(u+m) since E(u+m-1) was the estimate
at time u+m-1.
	 (Note that E(u+m-1) =Y E(u+m) would contradict the assump-
tion that E(u+m) $ eE(u+m-1), since v E(u+m) = E(u+m).) But E(u+m-1)
>Y E(u+ra) =>
	 0"(u+m-11>d'.'
	
i:iu+m)	 = E(u+m). (32)
However, this	 is	 -.r ­
-jsible since E(u+m) is by definition the estimated
error pattern at time uTm. Thus the only possible conclusion is that
27
^` :.t--
E(u+ir,) =	 e E(u+m-1) .
By continuing to choose new svndrome input vectors which are con-
sistent with the 0shift of the previously estir +ated error pattern
(i.e., S(u+m+i) = G'( ^+4(u+m-1), i = 1, 2,---,m), a Y(u+2m) can he
m+ 1
cLtained such that Y(u+2m) = H( Bm+-E(u+m-1)), where 61'1+^E(u+m-i) =d^am-6 E(u+m-1)
But f+lN u+m-1) = 0 - Y(u+2m) = 0 =>o (u+2m) = 0.	 (33)
Thus the syndrore state can be driven to cy
e 
= 0 in t1 4 5 m steps and the
G
theorem is proved.
?1 o
Definition 3. For a syndrome feedback decoder for a rate R _ .
	
sys-
0
tematic convolutional code with svndrome state and input at time u+m
given by Y(u+m), the error pattern E a(u+m) I (e,(u) : e o(u+l) : --- :ea(u+r))
is said to be a "fuliv correctable" error pattern if
e*( u) = e^(u), and
ii) when the subsequent syndrome inputs are chosen as
S(u+m+i) = G'( 81Ea(u+m))I
then eI(u+i) = e^(u+i),
	 i = 1, 2, ---, M.
?rote that whether E a(u+m) is fully correctable or not depends
on both the code and the decoding rule. Also rote that E C, (,.;+-)  need
not be E(fi+m), the actual error pattern at time u+m. However, if
E(u+m) is "fully correctable", then choosing S(u+m+i) = G'(eiE(u+m)),
i = 1, 2,---,m, is equivalent to choosing e(u+m+j) = 0, j = 1, 2,---, m,
at the decoder input.
For Y(u+m) consistent with a correctable error pattern E-4(u+m),
the syndrome may be driven to o(u+2m+1) = 0 by the choice of S(u+m+i)
G'(gL 
-*
(u+m)), i = 1, 2,---,m+l
,
 since for this case Y(u+2m+1)
H(E 1L (u+m)) = 0. For the QMLD, every Y(u+m) is consistent with a
A
"fully correctable" error pattern, namely E(u+m), and for this reason
2Q
i)
^r^-	 t
Ithe syndrome portion of the decoder is capable of being driven to
o (u+2m+1) = 0.
With the above as motiva-ion, the following theorem is stated.
K
Theorem 4. For a syndrome feedback decoder for an R = 
N
O systematic
0
convolutional code, which correctly decodes in the absence of channel
}	 errors, steady-state state occupancy probabilities exist if every syn-
drome state a i (u+m) reachable from c(0) ^_ 0 can be driven to a state
a.(u+m+6 i ) for which there exists vectors S(u+m +6 i ) and E j (u+m+6 i ) such
that E.(u+m+6.) is a "fully correctable" error pattern re_'ative to
f1
Y(u+m+6.).
j	 Proof:	 Given the arbitrary syndrome state 
—i
o.(utm), let Q .(u+m) be
—i
driven to a.(u+m+6.) by means of a suitable choice of inputs. Then let}	 --1	 i
S(u+m+6 i+k) = H(6kE.(u+m+6i)), k = 1, 2, ---, mtl, 	 (35)
be chosen as syndrome inputs in order to obtain o(u+2m+1t6.i ) = 0.
Corollary 4.1 A syndrome feedback decoder for a systematic, R = Ko
N
0
^-	 convclutional code which correctly decodes any pattern of B or fewer
errors over a (m+l)No bit constraint length, and which nuts out o *(u)
as an estimate whenever Y(u+m) is consistent with no E.(u+m) with
W(L'.(u+m)) < B, has steady-state state occupancy probabilities with
m < 14 < 2m+1.
Proof: From Lemma 1, m < N. No4 given a(u+m), let S(u+m+j) = 0,
j = 0, 1, ---, i. be chosen as syndrome inputs until a Y(u+m+i),
i e (0, 1, ---, m) , is obtained for which there exists an E (u+m+i)
—a
such that E (u+m+i) E EEY(u+m+i)] and W(E (u+m+i)) < B, or until m+l
—a	 -	
—a	 —
such zero syndrome inputs have been fed in. If such a Y(u+m+i) exists,
29
M. .• 	 cat,,
then from Theorem 4 the syndrome registers may be driven to
o(u+2m+l+i) = 0 since E a(u+m+i) is a "fully correctable" error pattern.
_	 However, if no such Y(u+m+i) exists, then o (u+2m) = 0 since the syndrome
registers will have been
units while feeding back
For B = ^dFIJmin-_!
2
mum distance and L J den
to", the above corollary
driven autonomously for m consecutive time
the all-zero vector as an estimate.
, where dFDmin is the feedback decoding mini-
Ater the "greatest integer less than or equal
gives a class of minimum distance feedback de-
coders for which steady-state state occupancy probabilities exist.
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V. APPLICATION OF STOCHASTIC SEOTTFNTIAL MACTITNE TTWRY
TO SEG"DEFINITE DECODING}
The concept of semi-definite decoding (SDD) was introduced by
Massey and investigated experimentally by rrasco [9] as a decoding
technique intermediate to feedback and definite decoding.
A diagram of a general semi-definite decoder of order k for a
binary R 
=2s ystematic convolutional code with memory order m is
shown at time u+m in Fig. 10. The first intermediate decision rele-
vant to the estimatior of e(u), e*I(u-k+l), is made on the basis of the
unmodified syndrome bits S(u-),+m+l),---,S(u-k+l) and is thus ecuiva-
lent to a definite decoding decision. e*'(u-k+l) is then used ("fed
back") in order to modify the syndrome bits S(u-k+m+2),---,S(u-k+2)
and the second intermediate decision e* 2 (u-k+2) formed on the basis of
these modified syndrome digits by means of the same decoding function f.
In general, the ith intermediate decision e*i(u-k+i), is (1,2,---,k} ,
is made on the basis of S(u-k+m+i), ---, S(u-k+i) (with the sane f)
after appropriate modification by e*i-1(u-k+i-1),---,e*i- 11(u-k+i-m) if
i > m, or by e*i-l(u-k+i-
of e(u) is then chosen as
k th intermediate estimate
1),---e*l(u-k+l) if i<m. The desired estimate
[e*(u)]SDD 0 e'.k (u). Hence [e*(u)I SDD is the
formed at time u+m, and is seen to be a func-
tion of only a finite number of syndrome bits, namely S(u+m), C(u+m-1),
---,S(u-k+l). At the next instant of time, u+m+l, k new intermediate
estimates e*l(u+l-k+l), e*2(u+l-k+2),---,e*)<(u+l) are forced and the
estimate [e*(u+l)]SDD 4 e*k (u+l) of e(u+l) thus made from S(u+m+l),---
--,S(u-k+2) at time uim+l in exactly the same manner as was [e*(u)]SDD
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from S(utm),---,S(u-ktl) at time u+m.
More rigorously, in a semi-definite decoder of order k for a bi-
K
nary R = rlo systematic convolutional code with memory order m, the
0
estimate [e*I(u)]SDD of e I (u) is made at time u+m on the basis of S(u+m),
S(u+m-1),---,S(u-ktl) in the following manner. Given the decoding func-
tion f, the first intermediate decision e* I  (u-k+l) is made as
e* I
 ^ u-k+l) = f ( o1(u+m-k+l) : S(utm-k+l)),	 (36)
where
01(utm-k+l) 
_^ (S(u-k+l) : S(u-k+2) : --- : S(u-k+m)).	 (37)
The next k-1 intermediate decisions are then made as
e* j i (u-k+i) = f(ai (u+m-k+i) : S(utm-k+i)),	 (38)
I
i 	 —
where
ai (u+m-kti) = Aai-1(u+m-k+i-1) + BS(utm-k+i-1) t G	 ,FBz-Ii-1 (u-k+i-1), (39)
`	 i = 2, 3,---,k, and where A, B, and G FB are defined in equations
(11), (12), and (13) in section III. The desired estimate [eI(u)]SDD
is then chosen as
[eI(u)]SDD 4 eIk (u).	 (40)
This decoding method is similar to feedback decoding in that it
utilizes some previous decoding decisions in arriving at an estimate.
However, infinite error propagation is avoided as in definite decoding
since each estimate is a function of only a finite m tuber of syndrome
bits, and hence a finite number of channel noise bits.
Let
PSDD(u,k)4Pr([eI(u)]k 
stage SDD^eI (u)kPr(eIk (u)^e I (u))	 (41)
and
PSDD(k) _^ PSDD(u,k)/u>ktm-1. 	 (42)
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'	 For u " k+m-1, the probability distribution of (e(u-m-k+l) : --- : e(u+m):
.S(u-k+l):---:S(u+m)), and thus PSDD(u,k), is independent of u and the
second definition is therefore meaningful as the steady-state error prob-
ability for a k-stage semi -definite decoder; i.e.
r
PSDD(k) = lim PSDD(u,k). 	 (43)
u-*m
Note that although this latter limit always exists, lim lim PSDD(u,k)
k— u-,°°
may not exist.
For k = 1, the semi-definite decoder reduces to a definite decoder
since
[eI(u)]lstage SDD	 eIl = f(S(u) :---: S(u+m)) = [ei(u) ] DD .	 (44)
Writing the equations of semi-definite decoding operation in re-
cursion relation form yields
a (utm-k+i) = A l-1 al(u-m-k+l)
3-2
+	 L	 A^[BS(u+n-k+i-1-j) t G f(a. 	 (u+m-k+i-1-4)	 S(u+m-k+i-1-j))]^
—	 FB— —i-1-j	 —
i = 2,3,---,k.	 (45)
These equations may also be written as
a i(u+m-k+i) = Al-acr *(u+m-k+a)
i-1--a
+	 E	 A 3 [BS(u+m-k+i-1-j) + GFBf(ci-1-j(u+m-k+i-1-j):S(u+m-k+i-1-j))]
j=0
	i = a+l, a + 2,---,k, a e(1,2,---,k-1).
	 (46)
(For a = 1, equations (46) reduce to equations (45).)
For the purpose of analyzing PSDD(u,k) it is appropriate to in-
troduce the following definition.
K
Definition 4: For a semi-definite decoder for an R = N
o
systematic
0
convolutional code with memory order m, the "equivalent feedback decoder"
(E FD) is a syndrome feedback decoder for the same code with the
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same decoding function f as the semi-definite decoder.
With t}.is definition, comparing the set of recursion equations
(46) for a semi-definite decoder with a similar set for its correspond-
ing "equivalent feedback decoder", namely
i-1- a
i)d	 = A l-ao(a) + E	 A][BS(i-1 -j) + G FB f( Q (i-1-j)	 S(i-1-j))
J=O
i = a+1, a+ 2,---,
	
017)
it can be seen that if
d u+m-k+a) = aa(u+m-k+a)
(where a(i) refers to a state cf the EFD and Q.(u+m-k+i) at. inte.—ek"'Ite
"state" of the semi-definite decoder), and if the same syndromt, in}ant
vectors S(u+m-k+a), S(u+m-k+c*+2),---,5(u+m) are input to both th( , snmi-
definite decoder and its "equivalent feedback decoder", then
a(u+m-k+ a+i ) _	 0	 ( u+m-}..+ a+i )	 (48)
and
ati[cI(u -k+a+i)IEFD
	
eI (u-k+a+i)
i = 0, 1, ---, k-a;
	
which implies that [eI(u)]FFD
 = eIk(u)	 [eI(u)]SDD'	
(50)
If a= k-u-m with k>u+m for a semi-definite decoder, then
a^(u+m-k+a) = a (0) = Aa-lal(u+m-k+l)
a-2
	 -
+ E A 3 [BS(u+m-k+i-1-j) + Gf(a.
	
(u+m-kti-l-j):S(u+m-'<+i-1-j))] (51)
j=0	
—
where
a l (u+m-k+l) ^_ (S(u-k+l): --- :S(u-k+m)).	 (52)
Obviously v (0) = 0, since f(0)=0 and S(B)=0 for BM.  Thus from the
discu-sion in the previous paragraph, if the same syndrome vectors
0
S(0), S(1),---,S(u+m) are input both to the semi-definite decoder and
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i
(49)
its "equivalent feedback decoder", and with o(0) = 0 for the EFD,
ft
[eI(u)ISDD for k>u+m, and for all such u the probability
[eI(u)]EFD 
of error associated with a semi-definite decoder is equal to that of
its "equivalent feedback decoder" under normal feedback decoding, con-
ditons (i.e., 0(0) = 0). This may be stated mathematicalli r as
lim PSDD(`'k) = PFD(u).
k-ow
Tote that lim lim 11:1	 (u,k) = lim PFD(u)
u	 k +^	 u +m
exists if and only if P FD exists for the EFD.
Thus semi-definite decoding is seen to provide a spectrum of de-
coding techniques intermediate to definite deocding (k=1) and feedback
decoding (k -o- and u < - ) .
It is of more practical interest, however, to calculate the
quantity 
PSDD (k) e PSDD(u,k)/u> k+m-1 = lim PSDD(u,k) which is deter-
u -0^=
mined from the probability distribution of the vector (e(u-m-k+l):---
e(u+m):S(u-k+l): --- :S(u+m)), u *+m-1. The following lemma gives an
expression for 
PSDD 
W.
Lemma 2.
	
PSDD(k), the "steady-state" probability of error associated
K
with a semi-definite decoder of order k for a rate R = 0 , binary,
N o
systematic convolutional_ code of memory order m, is given,by PSDD(k)
Pr([eI(u)]EFD
	
:-I	 , u>k+m-1, where [eI(u FD is the estimate form-
ed by an "equivalent feedback decoder" at time u+m whose syndrome state
is a(u-ktm+l) Q (S(u-k+l): --- :S(u-k+m)) at time u-k+m+l, and which is
fed the syndrome inputs S(u-k+m+l),S(u-k+m+2),---;S(u+m) at times u-k+mrl,---
--,u+m respectively.
Proof: From the previous discussion in which the operation of a semi-
definite decoder was compared to that of its "equivalent feedback de-
coder" (Eqs. (48), (49), and (50), it is clear that [eI (u)]EFD	 [eI(u)]SDD'
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(53)
and thus
PSDD(k) = Pr( [ III, (u)Ik stage SDD^eI(u))=Pr([ej(u)7EFD#eI(u)).
Equivalently, PSDD(k) =Pr( [ eI (u) 3EFD ^e j (u)) , where [ej( u)]EFD is
the estimate at time u+m of an "equivalent feedback decoder" which is
in the decoder state given by (eI(u-k+l): --- :el(u-k+m):S(u-k+l): --- :S(u-k+m))
Iat time u-k+m+l, and which is fed the error input vectors e(u-k+m+l),---
--,e(u+m) at times u-k+m+l,---,u+m respectively.
It should be noted that each of the 2 m110 possible values of (eI(u-k+li:--
--:el(u-k+m):S(u-k+l):---:S(u-k+m)) occurs with non-zero probability,
since each syndrome digit which is a part of the initial state is an
additive function of a unique parity error digit. Thus all possible
"initial" states must he considered for the "equivalent feedback decoder"
in the calculation, even though all may not be reachable in normal feed-
back decoding operation (i.e., .o(0) = 0).
The following formulation is helpful in calculating PSDD(k): Let
Q be the set of the 2 rro possible states associated with the "equiva-
Ko
lent feedback decoder" of a semi-definite decoder for a binary, R 
= tdo
systematic convolutional code with memory order m, and let Q be written
as the union of its disconnected submachines. That is, Q = Q  UQ 1 U---
--UQn-1 , where Q  = (q jl' q j2 ,-- ' q jr ) and the q i ,'s represent the
j
states of the decoder, i = 1,2,---,rj, j = 0, 1,---,n-1. That Q  and Qj
are disconnected, i X j, implies that q ik cannot be driven into qjf,
k = 1, 2 5 ---, r i g	 f= 1 3, 2 1 	 rj, i , j = 0 , 1, ---, n-1, i x j.
Denote o' 
nl'	
' n-1' as the Markov transition matrices assoc-
iated with Qo, Q l'	 'Qn-1 respectively. Also denote
WQj(u) P [W 1^ j (u), 1.7 Qj(u),---,WQ^(u)] as the state probabilityi
vector at time u, conditioned on the event that the "equivalent feed-
back decoder" began operation at time zero in a state a,f ^eQ., and
^ 
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k
i
r
tP 0 ( Q j ) as the probability of this conditioning event, f = 1, 2,---,rj9
I
j = 0, 1, ---, n-1.
A_	 With this formulation, PSDD(k) may be written as
PSDD(k) = n £ 1 P(Q j )	 L j 	 IIQ	 qJ(k-1) P	 1^	 (54)j=0
	
o	
i-1	 ]
where
WQ] (k-1)
	
= WQJ(0)71 k .,	 (55)
P
g ji	 ^
is the probability of error associated with state 
nji ,
P o (Q j ) = Pr((el(u-k+1):---:ei(u-k+m):S(u-k+l):---:S(u-k+m))C Q j ),	 (56)
and
WQJ(0)=Pr((el(u-k+1):---:5(u-k+m))=gji^(^(u-k+1):---:5(u-k+m)i E Q. (57)
J
;tote that if steady-state probabilities exist for o' ^l'
	
^ n-1'
then h m PSDD(k)	 k	 u m
PSDD(u,k) exists and will be denoted PSDD(W)'
i.e., one can speak of the error probability of "long" semi-definite
decoders.
Ps an example of a calculation of P,
" 
DD consider the semi-definite
deco.?i:ux, scheme for the R = 2 systematic binary convolutional code with
_	 (2)	 (2)m
	
	
^(1) 
_ 
1' 
g 
1(1) = 1, for which the decoding function is the "ox-1, R
clusive or" gate; i.e., f(o 0	 0(u), S(u)) = a (u) 6 S(u). The "equivalent
feedb=ck decoder" is shown in Fig. 11, where the switch in the feedback
loop i:; closed at time u-k+2 after S(u-k+l) enters the svndrome register,
and for which PSDD (k)	 PFD(u).
For this example, Q=Q 0UQ 1' Q O = { 01' q 02 ) ' Q 1 { g ll' g 12 )' n=2,r,=2, r 2 = 2y
`101=00'g02=10,811=O1,g12=11, where the first digit represents the ccn-
tent of the buffer register and the second the content of the svndrome
resister. The error probabilities associated with the states are readily
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calculated to be
Fg01	 = 2p(1-p)
Pg02	
= 2p(1-p)
Pg ll	 = p2+(1-p)`	
(58)
Pg12	 = p2+(1-p)2^
F O (Q 0 )	 = Pr(S(u-ktl)	 = 0)	 _	 (1-p) 3 +	 3p 2 (1-p), (59)
P 0 (Q 1 )	 = Pr(S(u-k+l)	 = 1)	 =	 3p( 1-p) 2 + p 3 , (60)
1-p	 p 1-p	 P
IT	
=
1=
(61)
1-p	 p 1-P	 P
WQo(k-1) = WQo(0)	 1 =	 C 1
-p .P].,	 k2.93,tc^i-.-s
(62)
WQl (k-1) = WQl(0)	 ^k-1 =	 [I
-p ,P]3 k-`'y3y4,-.._3 (63)
PSDD(k) = C(1-p) 3+3p 2 (1-p)7C(1- p)2p(1-p)+p 2p(1-p)7
+ [3p(1-p) 2 + p 3 IC(1-p) { p 2 + (1-p)2 ) + p { p 2+(1-p) 2 } ]
= 5p - 20 p 2 + 40 p 3 - 40 p 4 + 16 p 5 v k=2,3sh,---S
	
(64)
and P
SDD(1 ) = PDD = 4P — 12p2 + 1 6v3 — 8p40
On the other hand, when P FD (u) is calculated for this coding scheme
for normal feedback decoding operation (i.e., the switch is closed for
all time and a(0) = 0), only IT is considered since the decoder is
initiallv in the all-zero state. (For this example, Q 0, the set of states
connected with the all-zero state, is equal to Q PO , the set of states
reachable from the all-zero state, although this is not true in general.)
I
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The feedback decoding probability of error is then
PFD(u) _ (1-p)2p(1-p) + p2p(1-p) = 2p(1-p). 	 (65)
Here no transient terms are present, and for all u,P FD(u) = PFD'
the steady-state probability of error for feedback decoding.
Thus for this example, both lim 1	 PSDD(u,k) and lim kiTT PSDD(u,k)
exist, and
k- u- 
PSDD(v,k)' tli•1
'°m° 
k+M PSDD(u,k) = PFD,<0<p 2. 	(66)
n
The question arises as to the conditions under which lim PSDD(k)
k`
km lim
	 = 
u^ kPSD
D(u,k) = lim 	
= PFD
for a semi-definite decoder, where P FD (u) refers to the probability of
error of its "equivalent feedback decoder" under normal feedback decoding
conditions (i.e., a(0) = 0). Sufficient conditions for this occurance
are given by the following theorem.
Theorem S. For a semi-definite decoder and its "equivalent feedback de-
^	 K
I	 coder" for an R = N`^ binary systematic convolutional code with memoryI	 o
order m, if steady-state probabilities exist for n, the Markov matrix
associated with Q, then
k^ PSDD(k) ^ k	 U^	 PSDD(u,k) = u^ k	 PSDD(
u,k) ^ 
u 
P FD(u) = P FD	 (67)
Proof:	 Since
2mN0
itl WiQO(k-1)
WQ0(k-1)
lim WQ0
k+m
steady-state probabilities exist for 7 , Q = Qo
 and PSDD(k)
P	 with
qoi
[ WQo (k-1), W20(k-1),---,WQO (k-1)7. Now
2 0
(k - 1) = lim WQo(0) no -1 = WQ0 = [W 1Q0 ,---, W mN ]
	 (68)
2 °
independently of the choice of W Qo (0), since steady-state probabilities
= m o Qo
N
exist for n o
 = n, and thus lim P 	 (k)	 2t	 W
1
.pq 	But since
k^ SDD	 i=1	 of,
lim WQ0(0) n k-1 = WQo independently of the choice of the initial prob-
k— —	 °	 —
ability distribution W Q0 (0), if any state q oi hay_ a non - zero stead; - state
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1probability (i.e., W i Qo # 0), that state is reachable from every state
q
oj 
E Q 
o . 
In particular, every state with non-zero steady-state prob-
ability is reachable from the all-zero state; or, conversely,
W. Oo = 0.	 (69)
	
qoi d Qr0	 i
'I;;us
2m110
	 Q	 r	 QP0
lim P
SDD(k) _	 Z	
W  o Pq oi = E	
W 
	
P	
-4 P 6 limp (u), (70)
k —	 i=1	 i=1	 groi FD
u-+m 
FD
and the theorem is proved.
A code which meets the conditions of Theorem 5 is that of the ex-
ample in Section II, with the decoding function f given b y f(a0(u),S(u))
ao(u)•S(u) for both the feedback and semi-definite decoding schemes.
The example in this section with f(o0	 0(u),S(u)) = o (u) ® S(u) does not
meet the conditioi, of the theorem since Q	 Q  and for this case
lim 
PSDD(k) ^ PFD'k
Ar important point which might be raised is that of the shape of
the 
PSDD(k) vs. k curve. That is, is there an intermediate value of
k, say ka , for which P
SDD (k
 a) < PFD and PSDD (k a )
 < PDD; i.e., is semi-
definite decoding ever strictly superior to definite decoding and feed-
back decoding?
An example which illustrates this eventuality is that of section II,
with f(Q0 (a),S(u)) = co(u)•S(u) and p = 0.4.
Fnr thi-z rata
.36	 .24	 .16	 .24
.6	 0	 .4	 0
^o .24	 .36	 .24	 .15 (71)
.6	 0	 .4	 0
40
and	
.408	 .192	 .26	 .111	 0	 .4	 0	 -.4
	
k-1 _ •408	 .192	 .26	 .14	 0	 .4	 0	 -.4
	
.408
	 .192	 .26	 .14	 +	 0 -.6	 0	 .6	
d(k-1) +
	.408	 .192	 .26	 .14	 0 -.6	 0	 .6
( 72)
	
.416 -.416 -.387	 .387	 .176 -.176	 .128 -.128
	
-.0187 .0167 .0176 -.0176 	 ^ -.39	 .39 -.278	 .278
+(.0967) k-1
	-.627 +.627	 .587 -.587	 '4^^	 .218 -.218	 .153 -.153
-.0187	 .0167	 .0176 -.0176	 -.39	 .39 -.?78	 .278
where
6(k-1)
	 =	 (73)0	 k ^ 1 
W00 (k-1)
 
= WQ0(0) T0k-1	 (74)
	
WQ0(0) = [.312 .288 .192 .2081 	 (75)
and
PSDD(k) = .48w 2Qo (Y-1) + w 3Q0 (k-1) + .481,7 4Q0 (k-1)	 (76)
_> PSDD(k) =	 .419 ±	 .0107 (-.49S)
k-1
 -.00076 (.0967) k-1 (77)
Note that
kg PSDD(k) 	 .419 = PFE'	 (78)
PSDD(1) =	 .429 = PDD '	 (79)
and
min P(k) = P ,
 (2)	
'
(2) _
	
.414 
'P FD	 (80)SDD DD'
i^ k
For normal feedback dec-)ding operation, W(0) = [1000] and
P FD (u) = .48 w 2 (u+ l) + w 3 (u+l) +	 u8w4 (u+l)	 (81)
=	 .419 + C.0967) u+1 (-.401)
 
+ (-.495)u+l. (-.018).	 (82)
:.- ote that
l	 PFD(u) = .419 = P rD ,	 (83)
	
IPFD(-1) = 0,	 (60
and
PFD(0) _	 .389 = PGD .	 (85)
41
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r
PSDD(k) for the same code and decoder but with p = .015 was also
calculated and found to be
PSDD(k) = 1.54 x 10 -3 t 8.95 x 10 -4 (.1121) k-1 -6.92 x 10-4(-.127_)k-l. (U)
For this case
min. PSDD(k) = PSDD(5) "P D '	 (87)Aq D
although the difference (P FD 
- 
PSDD(5)) is negligible for all practical
purposes.
The fact that it is possible for PSDD(YO ) to be less than t•eth PDD
and P FD indicate that sera-definite decoding might be used to prac-
tical advantage. Moreover, semi-definite decoding has the further psy-
chological advantage that infinite error propagation is impossible.
1
F
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kVI. SOUNDS ON PFD F02 SPECIAL CASES
For the example of Chapter II it was shown that
POD < PFD < PDD for 0 < p < 2. This relationship between
PGD , PPD , and FDll does not hold in general, however, as
the following two hypothetical examples illustrate.
Example 1: For the decoder of the form of Fig. 3
but with f( o(u),S(u))	 o00•14S(u), P,D ^-- 2p and PGD -,zz 4p
for p small, indicating that for this case P GD > P FD . In
this case, the decoding function is so "bad" that acclzrate
feedback decisions are deleterious.
Example 2: For the decoder of the form of Fig. 3
but *ith f( o(u),S(u)) = o(u), PFD = 2 and FDD = 2p(1-p):
indicating that PFD > PDD for p < L.
Obviously, therefore, relationships of the form
rGD < P;, D and FFD < PDD do not hold In general and can be
verified only for certain classes of decoders. In order
to prove one such "special case" relationship use is made
i
of the Theorem of Irrelevance 1101  of Wozencraft and Jacobs.
Theorem of Irrelevance: For the communication system depicted
I	 in Fig. 12, where ), S 1} is a finite signal set, S E ail,
r1 and r2 are vector outputs from the channel, and
	 is the
estimate of S made by the receiver, the optimum re,^elver
may i;?nore r2 In formi ng S if and only if r	 = r i ,
2/rY	  _	 p-^ /r L	 _ _1,
An optimum receiver, of course, is one for WhIc:-I
A
Pr( _a = S) is a maximum.
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In relating the signaling scheme of Fig. 12 to our
decoding problem, let us assume that for the above scheme
the signal S	 e I (u), and r1
 and r2 are the (u+m+1)( o-Ko )
dimensional column vectors given by
"0,1
	
p
^	 I
G G' \	 0
1 1 \ °\ \
Gm \	 \ \ \	 I 0
"p " \	 \ \ \ \ I e (u)
\	 \ \ "0" e(u+1 )
\	 \ \,
11 0" — — "0" Gm• — — G' G'1	 c	 ^
e(u+m)I
o \	 —
r
G' G' \	 I	 e(1 )
1 1\ ^ \ \	 ^	 I
I	 \ \ \	 I
	
m	
\ \ \ \\ \	 I e (u-1 )
	
"Oil	
0
\ \	 \ \ „ p 1,
	
m	 1	 c I 0
0
r1
 =
0
12 =
(88)
(89)
where "0" and the Gi's are as defined in Chapter III and
0 is the No dimensional all-zero column vector.
Now in forming the optimum estimate of e I (u), i.e.,
eI(u }OPT, the vector E2 may be ignored on the basis of the
Theorem of T rrelevance since p
	 And thus
r2/r1 S pS2/rl
eI(u)OPT is that vector of maximum likelihood conditior.:d
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only upon reception of ri.
Definition 51 A Maximum Likelihcid Genie Deuoder (MLGD)
for a binary, rate R = R systematic convolutional code of
0
memory order m is a decoder for which the decoding function
f is the same as that of the MLD for the same code (The ML
was defined in Chapter IV as a "feedback" decoder.) but
which operates in the "genie-decoding" mode.
With this definition and with the observation that
the first u(N0 -KC ) components of rl above are always zero
and that the last (m+l)(No-Ko) components correspond to the
Y(u+m) which would be obtained at time u+m for genie de-
coding, it is clear that
Pr(eI(u)OPT X L I (u)) = PMLGD'
	
(9O)
1
a
where PMLGD is the probability of error associated with
an MLGD for the binary, rate R = Jo , systematic convolutional
0
code specified by the Gi's, i = 0,1,---,m. Therefore it is
impossible for any receiver, on the basis of r 1
 and r2 , to
estimate e I (u) with a probability of error less than PIiLGP•
In particular, any receiver ( or decoder ) which adds
I	
rl and r2
 in order to obtain rl
	r2 = (S(0):x(11:---sS(u+n; 1,
as shown in Fig. 13, has an associated probability of error,
with re2pect to the estimation of e I (u), greater than or
equal to FMLGD' We state this result as a theorem,
For a binary,	 KTheorem 6.	 ,
	 , rate R = ^; systematic cor_vc'utional
0
c,)de of memory order m, any method of processing the entire
syndrome vector (2(0):S(1):---S(u+m)) in order to estimate
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e I (u) has an associated probability of error satisfying
Pr(eI(u) X e I (u)) > P GD , where PMLGD is the probability
of error of a maximum likelihood genie decoder for the same
;ode. In particular, for any feedback, definite, or semi-
definite decoding scheme,
PFD(u)
PMI,GD <	 PDn(u)	 , u = 0,1,2,---	 (91)
FSDD(u,k) , k = 1,2.,---
With respect to Fig. 12, if ^
	
e I (u) as before, but
rl °_ (s(u):S(u+1).--- :S(u+m)) and r? o (S(0) : s(1):--- : qu-1)
then 
pr2/r1 , S
	
^/r1X p
	 , and the vector r2
 is not irrelevant
-
to the optimum receiver. This i s not surprising in view of
the fact that if r2 were indeed irrelevant, the probability
of error associated with semi-definite decoding, for f a
maximum likelihood definite decoding function, 4ould be
minimum for k = 1, a fact known to be false from Chapter V.
We next prove a relationship involving PrD and PDD
for a particular class of codes and range of channel tran-
sition probabilities. Several definitions and a lemma are
first needed.
In feedback decoding, i(u) is decoded on the basis of
the received vectors from time u to u+ri under the assumption
that the effects of i(u- m),
 --- ,i(u-1) have been removed
from these vectors by means of correct feedback. i(u)
	
u(1)(u),-•--'I.
	 (u^ , where i (J) (u) is the jth infor-
mation digit entering the encoder at time u, j = 1,2,---No,
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I
u = 0,1,2,---. Hence the following definition.
Definition 61 The feedback decoding minimum distance Iii]
d FD , for a binary. rate R = Eo systematic convolutionalNo'
code of memory order m is defined as the minimum. number of
positions in which two encoded sequences with differing
values of i(u) differ from time u to u+m, assuming that
the effect of previous information digits has been removed.
Since the encoding process is linear, it follows that
d	 = m'n. W(Vu))
	
(92)
1'a) ^0
il.	=i(u-1)=0
where T(u) o [i(ii-m)	 (u)	 (u+ml)
I m \ \ \ I
1
^c	 ^^'ll0	 1	 m
11 0 	 G \\ 0 \ I
11 0 11—
	11019 U
\ \ ^ 1
0
(93)
"0" is the Ko XN0 all-zero matrix,
4
 oCIK = - ^J^ , 
1 = 0
L o 
n e
G 1 = [0•
i	 is the Ko ".':o identity matrix, 0' is the KG XKG rill-zero
T
matrix, ard-G I
 is the transpose of G i , which is defined In
Chapter III.
The feedback decoding minimum distance is well )fnot•m
to be equivalent to the minimum number of columns of the
matrix H associated with the code (defined in Chapter TV),
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inc]ucitnr at least one of the first K  columns, which sum
to the all-zero column r?] .
This definition is meaningful for feedback decoding
p d-1
in the sense that, with C E _	 , where	 denotes the
2
"largest integer less than or equal to" the enclosed quan-
I
	
	 tity, two vectors E I (u+m) and E i (u+m) consistent with Y(u+m)
and differing in their first K  positions must satisfy
W(EI	
^
(u+m) ® E (u+m)) > ?_C 
E 
+1, since E
-i 
(u+m) 4 E ^ (u+m) is
-
nonzero in at least one of its first K 0 positions and is
In the null space of H. Thus if W(E(u+m)) <_ CE
 and eI(u-m),
[	 ---, e I (u-1) have all been estimated correctly, any other error
vector consistent with Y(u+m) send differing from E(u+m) in the
first Ko
 positions will have weight of at least C E+1, and
therefore e I (u) will be estimated correctly by a decoder which
chooses eI(u) as the first K0 components of one of the minimum
wei ght error vectors E i (u+m) satisfying Y(utm) = HEi(u+m).
In definite decoding, i(u) is decoded on the basis of
the received digits from time u to u+m p;us the received
digits corresponding to information vectors i(u-m),--,i(u-1)
which Rffect these digits. Bence (m+l)N0 +mK0 digits, a num-
ber referred to as the definite decoding constraint length,
affect the decoding of i(u), and vie have the following definition.
Definition 7. ror a binary, rate R=^, systematic convolutional
0
code of memory order m, the definite lecoding minimum distance
^3] . dDD , is defined as the minimum number of positions in
which two encoded sequences with differing values of i(u)
differ over a rjAfinite decoding constraint length.
Thus for - - finite decoding,
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t , T"L
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d	 = min W(i(u-m):--:i(u-1)s_(u)) 	 (94)
	DD	 i(u)7^0
The definite decoding minimum distance is well known H
to be equivalent to the minimum number of columns of the
matrix x associated with the code, including at least one
of columns mNo +l through mN +K0 , which sum to the all-zero
column, where
G'— — G
1' G' 
„ 0 „_ —„0„
m\
	
0 ^
0011	 G• G• \
	
x °_	 ^^ \	 1\ °\ ^. I	 (95)
O
	
m	 1	 01 '
and "0" and the Gi's are defined as in Chapter III.
This definition is anala.gous to that for d 'D in the
sense that for C- °= d DD_ 1 and with W(eI(u-m)s--:el(u-1):
e(u):--:e(u+m)) <_ CF, e I (u) can always be correctly esti-
mated by a definite decoder which decodes e I (u) as the sub-
block of digits of the error pattern with fewest "ones"
consistent with the syndrome. (t,(u-1), i = 1,2,--,m, were
used above in order to emphasize the fact that, s;.nce the
code is in systematic form, the parity components of e(u-i),
i = 1,2,--,m, are not checked by H at time u+m.)
By the nature of the definition of d FD and dDD , it
	
Is readil y
 
seen that d
FD
	
d DD and thus CE >_ Cf for a given
code.
Definition 8. vor a feedback decoder for a binary, rate
:3 _ E° , systematic convnlutionnl code of memory order m,
'o
	associated with state q i
	
let L1 be the ^mallest
z, .
r
Integer such that inputs of e(u) = 0, e(u+l) = 0,----,
e(u+L 1 -1) = 0 result in q(u+L 1 ) = qc , the all-zero decoder
state, when q(u) = q i . (If no such L i exists then L i '!^co.)
Then L, the propagation length of the feedback decoder,
Is defined as L o Max Li.
q i ` QRO
This definition of propagation length is similar in
form to those of Sullivan 11 51  and Robinson [6] .
As was mentioned in Chapter I, with feedback decoding
it is possible for decoding errors to trigger further de-
coding errors, even in the absence of additional channel
noise. In fact, for certain codes and decoders it is pos-
sible for a finite number of channel errors to cause an in-
finite number of decoding errors, a phenomenon referred to
as catastrophic error propagation C I . The significance of
finite error propa gation length L is that with L<OD, catastrophic
error propagation is impossible because L successive all-zero
error inputs always return the decoder to the all-zero state.
L?mma 3. Let X and Y be discrete random 3ariables taking
on nonnegative integer values and let Pr(X _< u)_< Pr(Y S u),
u = 0,1,2,---. Then X >Y, where X and Y denote the expected
values of X and Y respects
_ w
Proof: X - Y =	 uFr(X=u)
u-O
CD
= 2:U [Pr(X. u)-Pr(X< u-11
u=0
ODj	 = u [PrW u) — Pr(Y <_ u^
I	 ;a=0
OD
U [Pr(X <_u) -Pr(Y<u^
11=1)
vely.
CD
-	 uFr(Y=u )
L, 0
cc
E u lr y-(Y <_ u)-Pr(Y<_ u-1
u=0
,)(90
(97)
(98)
(99)
-
OD
 u FPr(X<_ u-1 ) -Pr (Y< u-1^
u=O
GD (u+1 ) ^Fr(iC < u)-Fr(Y < ul
u=O
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Go	 Uo(Pr(XSu)-Pr(YSu)) = 2 (Pr(YSu)-Pr(X eu)).	 (100)
u=0
	
'.=0	 _ _
Therefore if Pr(YSL, )>— Pr(XSu), u = 0,1,2,--, then X- Y?0,
or equivalently, X >_ Y, and the lemma is proved.
Theorem 7 9 For a binary, rate R= K° systematic convolutional
01
code of memory order ia, if CF 	 ;	 >	 IdD2	 then
 ^
provided that L< oo , PFD < PDD in the limit as the channel
transition probability p approaches zero, where P FD is the
probability of error of a feedback decoding scheme which
corrects up to the guaranteed error correcting limit of the
code (i.e., which correctly estimates e I (u) at time a+m if
W(E(u+m)) < CE
 and if e*(u-1) = e I (u-i) 9 i = 1,2,---,m.),
—	 —
(	 and PDD is the probability of error associated with an
definite decoding scheme for the code.
Proof: We first obtain an upper bound on PFD'
For the code in question, let E(u) 	 (e(u-m):---^(u))
as in Chapter II, A(u) he defined as the event that
W(F(u) ) > CE , and Fr(A) == Pr(A(u)^u>m), since for u> m.
Pr(A(u)) is independent of u. Since e(-m) o e(-m+l)	 ---
e(-1) n 0, it is readily seen that Pr(A(u))< Pr(A),
U = 0,1,---,m-1.
With Er(u) defined as the event that eI(u) X eI(u)
for the given :'eedback decoder, assuming of course that
the decoder is in the all.-zero state at time zero, appli-
cation of the urion bound yields
Pr(Er(0 )UEr(1 )U---UEr(u-1) ) S Pr(A(0)UA(1 )U---UA(u-1) ) <
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<	 u	 2v­ tjI/Pr(A)j,
i - _^- 10	 R/Pr(AL
(101)
and Pr(Er(0)UEr(1 IU --- Er(u-
	 U> [I/Pr(A)j
I-P X is definteet as -the-random va^ria lble representing
he ni.	 r	 estimates n-ir	 of	 made by the feedback de-
-ode^- be tore the ftr r^6--t- 1"Orrect estimiate, given that the
s-r I	 in" t - a"' y I .n.- the all-zero^ s tate, then
--
decode
0 1
/P r(A	 [^/Pr(A)j
U
_.24i/Pr(A
(102)
Now	 ---Y, is d-,flne_-^. on the sample sp . ce of the non-
n6gativ.
	
in'tegers as the random variable with probability
I j- dIsItribixtion	 tion given by
U	 001 1 --- I I'/Pr(A
A ]f
r-/P (Al
Li/Pr(A )ithen Y	 K/Pr(A
i=O L	 2
Therefore sinc(^ Pr(X!^iz) ^S - Pr(T^u)., u.	 Y	 7
f-' om Lem-Ma 3, and hence the expected - number of consecutive
cc.,rrect estimates made by the feedback decoder is-lower
bounded by
'/Pr(A)j
JVC	 (105)
For the feedback decoder we next define random
variable Zi as the smallest positive integer such that
q(u+Z,) = qO , the all-zero state, given that q-(u)
- = qi f QROs
We also define random variable W as the smallest integer
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j71
T
i,
f
greater than or equal to the propagation length L for which
e (u+W--L) = ?(u+W-L+1)	 a (u+W®1) = 0. Thus q(u+W) = - qo
by definit{on of L, and hence Pr(Zj.!^k)> PrMW, k = 1,293,--,
which implies from Lemma 3 that W : _Z i v v 1. Therefore}
given an arbitrary state of the feedback decoder,.the expected
number of additional time units until the all--zero decoder
state is reached is less than or equal to the expected
number of time units until the all-zero-state is reached
by means of L successive zero inputs, which is equal to L
in the limit as p-; 0.
Hence, in the limit as p-0, an upper bound on PFD
may be obtained by assuming r.:^at the expected number of
consecutive correct decisir-rs made by the feedback decoder,
initially in the all-zero state q a , is equal. to	 and that
the expected number of additional time units needed to re-
turn to qa after a decoding error is equal to ►d = L. There-
fore associating decoding errors with the-L time units follow-
ing the initial error, the bound
mNo +N. CE+1
PFD < L+1+^ < 2(L+1)Pr(A) 2(L+1 ) (C
E+1 P	 (106)
is obtained.
Next a simple lower bound on PDD is obtained. A
definite decoder cannot correct everZ error pattern of
weight C
-. + 1, which implies that for any definite decoding
scheme
GE + 1
PDD > p	 (101,
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iin the limit as p--*0.
Thus, since CE > CE by assumption, in the limit as
P4-*O (MNO+IA Ch •1	 CE +1
PFD < 2(L+1) C
E +1 p	 P	 < PDD'	 ( 1
08)
-
and the theorem - is proved.
An example which meets the conditions of the -theorem
Is - the binary, R	 systematic convolutional: code of - memor;;
order m=5 , with Fbw ^ ^ X1(1) = o , X2(1) _ O , 03113 = i , g41) = ^
g_5l)= 1, and which Is feedback decoded by means of "majority,
threshold decoding' 8	 Here cif = 5, CE 2, dDD = 4,
CE 1, and L e 13.
The
-
results of this report thus far, although given
for codes over GV(2), can easily be generalized to codes
over GF'(q) if the binary symetrie channel is replaced by
a memoryless, time invariant, additive GF'(q) noise source.
Generalizations can also be made to non-systematic :odes
and non-syndrome-type decoding, but the details shall not
be carried out here.
7
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VIII APPLICATION OF STOCHASTIC SERUENTIAL MACHINE
s
THEORY TO VITERBI DECOMNC
Thus far we have considered only decoders of the
fixed-span variety, that Is,-decoders which form 1*(- u) at
time u+m on the basis of the received vectors r(0},---,^(^.);
,r(u+m), where r(i) ° ( r (1) (i), r (2)M t ^^a, r(Nc)(i)),
and r (l) (1) is the digit received at time -1 from the jth
channel,	 = 1,2,-^^TI , i = -0,1,2,---. The point 'LE . that
a fixed span decoder never looks more than a definite dis-
tanceinto the future,
Contrasted to the fined span decoders are the- variable
sna.n decoders, for which the particular received vectors
utilized in forming the estimate i#(u) are not specified
E
apriori e In facts, a. variable span decoder may loo= p an	 =
indefinite distance into the future before deciding upon
t	 -	 -
f 	 an estimate of_ i (u)
r	 -	 -i
Ih
	
	For conceptual simplicity,-the discussion in this
section mill be restricted to binary, rate it =, systematic
0
eon T^olutional codes of memory order m. generalizations
can easily be made, however, to arbitrary rates R = o,
0
The input-output characteristics of a convolutional
encoder may be conveniently "represented by means of 'a code
tree 11 91 , a concept important both to the operation and
analysis of variable span decoders. An example is shown
in Fig. 14 of a code tree for the encoder for the rate
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_'	 _ _	 ^.	 J. (m
	
t f +..	 ! 4._ p`/
	
. I	 - 	 + ^ i -, L- rkar..+r	 +ice+-'	
_	
_.. st:5r_--_;-LR .^e^^"°"v+K3iC3114YF
R = , systematic convolutional code of memory m=2 with
go(1) _
	
o(Z)	 1 ' g1^ ) = 1,
 91 (3)
 ^ = 
1 ^ 92 (1j = 0:
and 92(1) = 1.
With the encoder initially filled with zeroes, the
Information digits 1(0), i(Z), ---, i(L- 1) uniquely specify
the transmitted blocks t(0), 	 t(L+m-1) at the
decoder output, given that the L information digits are
followed by a sequence of m zeroes. t(i) d (t(1)(i.),--°
t ( o )(i)), where t (3) (i) is the binary digit transmitted
across the 3th channel at time i, j = 1,2,--, O, i	 0,1,-
The correspondence of the encoder to the code tree
representation is as follows. The sequence of information
digits 1(0), i(1):---, i(L-1) input to the encoder also
uniquely specifies a path thr^,Agh the code tree, with the
upper branch stemming from a node at depth u into the tree
being taken if 1(u) = 1 and:. the loTfer branch If i(u) = 0,
0 = u S L-1. There ;_s no more branching of the tree past
depth L-1 but merely a sequence of m branches appended to
each of the nodes at this depth, corresponding to the m
successive zeroes fed into the encoder.
Now with each branch emanating from a node at depth
v. into the tree is associates an N o -tuple of digits; these
are the transmitted digits which Mould appear at the encoder
output at time a if the information digits 1(0),
i(u) specifying the path up to and including the particular
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branch were input to the encoder, given.of course that the
encoder is initially filled with zeroes.
Thus there exists a one to one correspondence between
sequences of information digits input to the encoder and
paths through the code tree. And for each sequence of
information digits 1(0), i(1),---^, i(L-1), the transmitted
blocks at the encoder output t(0), t(1),-^--, t(L+m-1) are
exactly those blocks of N.-tuples encountered along the
path through the tree specified by 1(0),
Since the class of decoders which will shortly be
described utilizes a replica of the code tree in order to
decode the received sequence, it is necessary for the sake
of clarity to reserve the notation i(0), i(1), 1(2),---
for the actual sequence of information digits, and to de-
note various paths through the code tree in another manner.
Hence we introduce the following notation.
:Get the vector (a(0), a(i),-®-, a(u-1)), a i f GF(2),
represent the u-branch segment of the code tree which would
be specified in the encoding process by the sequence of
information digits i(0)=a(0), i(1)=a(1),---, i(u-1)=a(u-I).
Forney 122 has observed that for a node of the tree
specified by (a(0), all ),--, a.(u-1) ), since the digits
associated with any branch emanating from that node are
functions only of a(u-m), a(u--m+1 ),---, a(u 41 ), a(u), the
tree may be condensed into the form of a "trellis" by super-
imposing the nodes at depth u specified by identical values
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of a.(u-m),w--,a(u-1).- Tho "trellis" or "condensed tree"
for the code tree of Fig, 4 is shown in Fig. 15. No loss
is incurred in this representation, since there is a one to
one cor`respon.dence between laths through the tree and paths
through the trell18, and since-the same sequence of trans-
mitted digits is encountered along paths through each
which result from the same sequence of information digits.
Note than a trellis has 2u nodes at depth u, 0<u_<m,
2m
 nodes for mSu-<L, and 2L+m-u. nodes at depth u fo't L!^u<L+m.
-
Let nh(u) refer to the h th node at depth u into the
trellis. We use the convention that the m binary digit-
representation of h specifies the path leading to n  M.
For example, for m=3, since (6 10 = (110) 2 , n6 (u) is the
node of the trellis at depth u uniquely specified by the
branches a(u-3) = 1, a(u-2) = 1, and a(u-1) = 0.
We now focus attention upon a particular (variable
span) decoding method introduced by Viterbi [21 , who demon-
strated that the ensemble of convolutional codes when de-
coded by this technique obeys the random coding bound with
an exponent E(R) superior to that of block codes.
First we let ah(u) a (ah ^ u (0), ah'u(1),-w4, ahyu(u-1))
be defined as the maximum likelihood path from the origin
of the trellis to node n h (u), conditioned upon reception
of R(u) 'A (x(0):r(1 ):---:r(u--1) ), with ties being decided
in some arbitrary but consistent manner, But since the
binary symmetric channel is assumed here, the maximum 1i_ke-
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lihoodpath a i (u) to each node n i (u) is merely that path
for which D i (u) is a maximum, where Di(a) = W(ai(u)IDR(u)),
and W refers to the Hamming weight of its .vector argument.
A Viterbi decoder performs an L-step operation in
decoding an L branch trellis. At the 1 8t step, the decoder
considers R(m+1) and determines the maximum Likelihood path
from the origin to each of the 2m nodes at depth m+1 into
the trellis, i.e., a i (m+1), i = 0,1,.---,2m--1, and discards
the .remaining 2m possible paths. For example, for m=3 and
for node n6 (4), the decoder determines which of the two
paths specified by (a(0), a(1), a(2), a(3)) = (0110) and
(a(0), a(1), a.(2), a(3)) = (11.10) is closest in ramming
distance to R(4), and eliminates the other path from fur-
ther consideration. Thus in the first step a Viterbi de-
coder rna.kes 2m comparisons involving 2 paths each and keeps
the 2 i winning or "surviving" paths along with their respective
Di(m+1)°s.
j	 At step 2, the Viterbi decoder determines the 2m
i
maximum likelihood paths from the origin to the nodes at
depth m+2, conditioned upon R(m+2). Note, however, that
node n^(m+2), where(x) 10
 = (fm^1.'--- f19 fo )2^ fi e {0,1} ,
can be reached only from nodes n,^ (m+9. ) and n s ( m+1) with
a(m+1)= o, where (k)10
	
(0¢^r:..e^ sd ^4fl) 2 and ( s)10
(1,fm_1,p°-4,f1)q. Thus 1,(711+2) must pass through either.
nk (m+1 ) and. coincide w:i. to ^^(m•1-1) from nk (m+1 ) to the
origin or it must pa ;s throug i
	
and coincide with
;a
ras (m+1) from ns (m+1) to the origin, since a ( m+1) and
as (mil) are by definition the minimum weight paths from
their .respective nodes to the origin of the trellis,
Hence all that is needed in determining aj (m+2) 3s know-
ledge of D^(m+1) and Ds (mi,l) (determined from the previous
step), along with the number of disagreements with r(m+1)
of the branch from nk (m+1) to n^(m+2) and of the branch
from ns (m+1) to ni(m+2).
i
	
	
In short, the Viterbi decoder at step 2 considers
the 2m+1 paths given by (aj,m+1(0),--- ,ai,,+1(m),0),I = 0,1,--_-,2m-1, and (ajrm+1(0),---,aj'm+j(m),1), 9 M
m
-1, and from knowledge of D i ( m+1 ), i = 0,1,--,2 M-1
and r(m+1), determines the 2m surviving paths a^( m+2)
and their respective distances D i (m+2), j = 0,1,---,2m-1.
In general, at the kth step, 2< k< L-m, the decoder
constructs the 2m+1 paths (ai,m+k-1 (0)0	 fai,m+k-1(m+k-2),0),
I	 i ; 0,1,--,2m-1, and ( aj,m+k
-
1(0)1. --faj,m+k
-
1(m+k®2),1)0
T"	 `
j = 0,1,---,2     m-1, from the 2f` survivors at the (k-1) S t
namelystep,
	 (m+k-1	  a j
	
),	 = 0 ,1 ,---,2m^-1. It then, utilizing
r(m+k--1) and. D i ( m+k®1 ), i = O,i ,---,2m-1, determines by
means of 2m
 comparisons involving 2 paths each, the 2m
survivors at the kth step, a j (m+k), along with their respective
distances D^(m+k), j = 0,1,---,2m-i.
At each step k, 2 :!^ k! L-m, the number of competitive
paths is increased by a factor of 2 by consideration of the
2m surviving paths at the previous step both .-il tuh a "0" branch
6o
and with a "1" branch appended; th3 s number is then decreased
by a factor of 2 as the appropriate comparisons are made,
resulting in 2m
 survivors at the end of the k th step,
However for step Ic, L-m < k < L, since branching ces.se;;
at depth L, only 11 0" branches are appended to the surviving
paths and thus the net number of survivors Is decreased
by a factor of 2 by the comparisons at ea;a,h step. The end
result is one surviving path at depth L+m, namely a.(,( L+m)
(ao,L+m (0)9 ao,L+m(9.), -^__, a0,L+m(L+m-1)) , which Is the
desired (estimated) path through the trellis (or tree).
The sequence of estimated information digits is then given
as 1*(0) = ao,.L+m(0), i*(i) = ao,L+m(i), --- 9 i*(L..1)
Now a o (L+m) is the maximum likelihood path through
the trellis conditioned upon the received. sequence R(L+m),
since a i (u) is by definition the maximum likelihood. path
from the origin to node n i
 (u) , for all appropriate values
of u and i.
It is interesting to note that any two paths which
are compared. In the process agree in the last m positions,
for otherivi2e they would not correspond to the sr-tme node.
For the trellis of Fig. 15 and for the received vector
](6) = (iot :g oo in no loi o1o), it can easily be shown
that	 a3(3) = (111),
	
D3(3) = 1
a? (3) = (11O) ► 	 X2(3) = 4
al j. (3) -= (001),	 n1. (3) e 4
6.,
< F5i
ao(3), _ (100),	 -DO(3) = S
S3 (4) =J1111) 	 D 3 = 3
a2(4) = (11i0),	 D2 (4) = 2
j(4) = (1101),
	
DI (4) = 4	 (1091,
=	 aQC4) = (1100), Do W = ,7
a, (5) = (11110), D2 (5) = 6
ao(5) - ('11100), Do 	 = 3
(6) _= (11`1000),- c(6)- r 4,
Thus a ,- (6) _ (1x1000) is the maximum ?ikelihood path through
the code tree conditioned upon reception of R(6), and the
corresponding sequence of inf.prmation estimates is 1*(0) = 1,
i*(1) - 1, 1*(2) = 1, and V13)	 0 =	 .
Now let us consider -the - application of the Viterbi
decoding technique to a "semi-infinite trellis", that is,
Q trellis which is not terminated by a sequence of m successive
zeroes but one which corresponds to the encoding of .-an in
definite number of information digits.
Definition 2J- For a semi-infinite trellis, a hard decision
i# (u) of i(u)AS said to be made by time (or de pth) f, f >u,
i' and only if a i,f (u) = i#(u), i = 0,1,--- ,2m-1=
In the above example-with R(6) = (101 100 101 110 101 010:.
for the trellis of Fig. 1$, hard decisions 1#(0) =1 and-
i*(1) = 1 resulted.-Immediately after a i (4)-, 1 0,1,2, 3,
were determined.-
	
(0 j
	1. was made
	
since a os 4(0) = a144(0)
= 2 (g.) = `a3 , (t7) - 1, fxnd_ i*(1) = 1 resulted since
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«^^^	 rat.	 r	 r'?r.Yt r .w v	 ^,:, *.^,	 __
_ P"0 ,4(1) ' a1,4(1) = a? , 4(1) = a3,4(1) ` 1+
Note that hard decisions are irrevocable by the nature
of the decoding process. That is, if a iff (u) = i(u),
then air f R(u) -- i*(u) , i = 0,1,---,2m-1,
for f a>f . (It'will later be shown that a hard decision
on i(u) is made with probability 1 as the depth of oper-
ation of the Viterbi decoder into the- trellis approaches
infinity.)
Now even though -a Viterbi decoder which o perates on
a semi-inf i nite trellis chooses the path through the trellis
of smallest distance from-the received vector for 0 <p <_,
the probability that this decoded path is the actual trans--
mitted path approaches zero as the distance into the-trellis
approaches infinity, since it is inevitable that some de-
coding error will eventually be made. Therefore we choose
as our criteric_i of goodness Pr(i*(u)-Xi(u)) for arbitrary
u, and not the probability that the entire path hypothesized
by the Viterbi decoder -is actually the correct (or trans-
mitted) path.
Note-that the vector D 1 (u)	 (Dl(u), Di(u),
where D1(u) c' Di (u) - min (u) -, 1 = 0,1,--,2m-1, and
mi.nD(u) ^ n1nD i (u)
-2m-1 , provides an adequate description
, s	 ^
of the "state" of a Viterbi decoder at depth u into the
trellis, with respect to the formation of 1 # (u-1), the
"hard decision" of i(u-1),= For D a (u), in conjunction with
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.f u ixre received vectors r(u) , r(u+l) , 1.(u+2),---, is suffi-
cient to determine the subset of nodes of the trellis at
death u through which pass a i (f), i = 0,1,---,2M-1, df > u.
And if for some f*>u, all a. i (f*) pass through a subset of
Ino (u), n2(u)t--- ,.n2m-1(u)i, then i # (u-1) = 0; and if all
a i (f*) pass through a subset of Inl (u), n3 (u),---, n2m-1(0,
then i # (u-1) = 1, Therefore, with respect to
-
the
-
calcu-
lation of the probability of error per information digit.,
D I M will be taken as the appro priate state (or state
vector) at time u, and will henceforth be called the relative
distance vector.
Lemma 4, For a Viterbi decoder for a binary, rate r3 	 ,
0
-systematic convolutional code of memory order m, the number
of distinct relative distance vectors at any time u, #D°(u),
is bounded by
m
#D-I (u) < ?_m (1+dS max) 2 -1 ,	 (110)
where	 dsmax max W(TS (u))	 ,	 (111)
amT 'S (u)	 [i(u-m) 8-- ,i(u),^-,i(u+m-1^	 Q \ — - —0
^1	 \\^0 (112).
do \g1 -
0^
81
0— — \ 0\"1
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and s 	Cgi ( 1^ I ---, gi ^ N )^ , i = o,l,...^^.^m,	 (113)
in other words, we want to show that the paths re-
tained by the Viterbi decoder are never too greatly different,
i.e.,_that the distance of none from the-received vector
exceeds that of the closest by more than dsmax.
Proof: Let ni (u) , i F { 0,1 , ---, 2 rn-I.'( : be a.-node at depth
u into the trellis for which D I (u) = min.jDa(u),---,D2m_1(U)^:
and hence for which DIIMn o. We now ask what is-the maximum
t	 possible value of DIM for an arbitrary node n i (u) at
t depth U. It is readily seen that there exists a path from
node n j (u) at most m steps back through the trell.3.s which
is	 intersects ai (u), the minimum weight-path from the origin
to node n^(u). `Plo y the distance between the path segments.
to nodes-ni (u) and n i (u) from the point of intersection of
a i (u) and the path back from node n i (u) can be at most
there exists a path from the origindsmax, which implies that 
to node n^(u) which differs from the received sequence in
at most D i (u) + dsmax positions. Hence Dj(u) < D!(u)+d-Smax
d max, and thus D° (u) can assume at most max 	 ]. distinctS
va.luen, i.e., 0,1,2 9 - ---,dsmax. `fence the bound
M
Y121 (Ii) <_ 2m( l+d,^max)2 p1 follows, with the factor 2
ID
pondirrg to the specification of a node nl (u) f.>z
T} i' (u ` _n, an(? the factor (1+d„inax) c,or y.,e^L po d }.rt ; t ! the
rn
*aximurl nurr^^c of values each o the remai.ni.:^t__ 2 ^1, rrocle
may assume. This completes the p7.,00f of the lemma.
_'	
—	
--	 --	
.^^^'” 
aa.	 -<aG	 ^F.	 ^^,^..q {.--	 •r	 its, Yt' "t t ^	 .^+ t.
	
f	 {..'i	 -
Note that the bound on the number of relative distance
vectors grows greater than exponentially, i.e., approxi-
mately as exp(exp(m)), with encoder memory m.
t
	
	 Thus a_Viterbi decoder, for the purpose of-analyzing
the probability of error per information digit, may be
represented as a finite Markov chain, with the states of
the chain being denoted as D°, DO	 DO D'	 D° G
rn
	
m
_	
°-o	
,q
 1, - -
< 2 (l+d^max)z ^^ The all zero transmitted sequence is
assumed, and thus the transition probability P i from statej
i	 Di to state D3 is given as the probability of those error
`	 patterns e(u) that take the decoder from state Di = D°(u)
to D3 = D'(u+1). Thus given the set of states with the
associated transition probabilJties, and a suitable initial
1
condition, Pr(D'(u) = 21) for all a and i can (at least in
principle) be determined.
Associated with each state D° Is- `a probability ofi
error,PD ,, which is the probability that e(u), efu+1),
Ii	 °
e(u+2),---d- is such that for some f> u, ej (f), 3 = 0,1,---
__,2m--1, all pass through a subset of the nodes
I nl (u), n3(u),----^, n2 m-1 (u)l at depth u into the trellis,
given that D 8 (u) = Di,
Thus . PV(u) Q Pr(i(u),i(u)/
	 )
V1terbi Decoding
#D 1 -1	 (-114)
	= 	 Pr(D'(u+1)=D')P ,
1	 1=0	
_i Di
Is the probability of error associated with a Viterb! de-
i
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i
coder -as a function of u, and
PV a limp
 (u)(115)
u-- ^ eo
is-the steady-state Viterbi decoding probability of error.
(It will be shoran shortly that lim Pr(D'(u)=Dj) and hence
U -00
lim PV(u) always exists for a Viterbi decoder.)
U­00
As an example of a calculation of PV , let us consider
the R- 1^ , systematic convolutional code with go(2)
g1	
= 1 and
M	
1, the semi--infinite trellis of which is shown in
Fig. 16.
For this code, let D'0 	(02), Dz - (01), D' = (00)o
D3 = (10), and D' = (20). Thus the associated Markov
transition matrix may be calculated to be
(I--p) 2	 0	 2p;1-0)	 0	 p2 i
(1°p%2	 0	 2P(1-P)	 0	 P4^
I1 =
	 0	 1°P
	 0	 p	 0	 (116)
P( 1 -P)	 0	 1-2p+2p2	
0	
P(1-P)
P( 1 -P)	 0	 1-2p+2p2	 0	 p(1-p)
and from CI the steady-state Mate distribution found as
Pr (D ° -D ^) - 1 - 4p+` Fr	 3+2' _.__..,p
1+3P 2_2p
Pr(D°=Dj) - 2	 2+ 3-2 1)5 -0
1+3p _2p
Pr(D° =D2) - 2p-,^^?p3
1 +3p -2p	 (117)
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Pr(D'=D + )	 p2- 3+2 43	 1 +3
Pr(D'-D1)_ _	 2+D3-2D
 4
1+3p -2.p
Before determining the probability of error associated
with each state, it is necessary to consider a particular
tie-breaking rule utilized in the calculations. As is shown
in Fig. 17, assume D'(u) = (01) and r(u) = e(u) = (00).
Now although the hypothesized path segment to ne (a+1) at
time u+1 can come only from-n (u), the path segment to
n1 (u+1_) from n, (u) As well as n1(u) results in the same
value of D1(u±1), aid hence each is equally likeay. In
this example the convention was used that in case of such
a tie, the path which is more favorable to a "hard decision"
is chosen, thus resulting here in the choice of the branch
from no (u)to ni(u+1).
Note that although tie-breaking rules affect the =
branch configurations which are related to the making of
hard decisions, and hence the probability of error asso-
ciated with each state, they-do not affect the state of
the system at any time, since the state at time u depends
merely upon the relative number of agreements with the
receive?. vector of the paths leading to the 2 m nodes at
depth u, and not upon the particular confi l ration of the
surviving paths -prior to time u.
Thus with the tie-brE.aking mechanism suitably defined
for this example, the probability of error associated with
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each state may be easily calculated to be
PD # = 0
_o
P^ = 0
PD*- = 2p (1-p )	 (11812	 -
PD'	 i
PD4=1 ,
and hence
4?p2-12p3+10p4-^Fp5PV = I Pr(D°=D,1) p	 (119 )D , _i- 0	 i	 1+3p -2p
A comparison of equations (8) and (119) reveals-that
PV = PFD , where PFD is the steady-state probability of_error
associated.with feedback decoding of the code in the above
example. The fart that P V` = P for this case appears to
be merely a property of the particular code employed; and
is not believed to hold in general.
(In fact, it can be demonstrated for this example that
the Viterbi decoder results in the same sequence of ?nfor-
mation estimates as does the feedback decoder, given that
both deco:.ers operate on the same received sequence.)
Another interesting property of the PV of equation
(119) is that P V > p for p* < p <2,  where p* is defined as
the real root of 1-^ 5p+5p -2p3 = 0 (see Chapter TV, 1.23; .
This indicates that for p* < p < 2, even though the path
chosen by the Viterbi aecoder is more (or at least as
equally) likely than (as) any other path through the trell-is,
the Viterbi algorithm does not minimize the probability of
69
error per: information digit for this example and particular-
range - of p.	 For given r(u)	 (r(1)(u),r(2)(u)), the - decoding F;f
algorithm for this-code with i # (u) = r (1 ^,(u) = _i(u) + e-{u)
has Pr(i*(u)	 i(u)) = Pr(e(u) = 1) = P < ptr•	 _
I` This result Is-not as surprising if 'the , set of pos-.
 lv
sible paths through- =the trellis is_viewed as A,set of mes-
(
'-' sages-to be-transmitted as a-block code-,. For even a maximum`
{r; ,likelihood block decoding ,-algorithi►:does not necessarily -
minimize the probability of error with respect to_the_infor-
matior-digits which may be associated with the set of mes-
= sages.
1	
°j Theorem 8 . . : For a binary," rate R =	 systematic convolutionalN	
_
c ,r
_
code of memory grder m_; _steady- statE; state occupancy prob- 	 -
{
tAl
 —abilities—:associated with a Viterbl'decoder always 'exist
with t:<2C * ;where M is the smallest power of-"the .Markov :<
-	 transition matrix I^ associated Frith thedecoder-for which
there exists a: nonzero column,
c	
C	 3ffi.
`dUmax + dDmax +.2d (120)
G
_
aDD
s
-
dDD is the '-defn'te decoding minimum distance of the 'code,
dDmax
	 max W ('^D )	 (121) .;
m),^:-ti(u-1) .
I
i(u-
}4. w	 _where TD	 (U-m), --,i(u^^.^m 0—	 0
-
f (122)	 v
&2
Ii IS1	 $.2
}
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kz
s	 p."^ 'r"5 p	i c ikii"r	 (P3ti4a`3 #	 '	 ^4ica	 i Fyn	 L	 s	 fi7777771vt"n44	 S ttita
d max	 max W(T )	
(123_)
where rrU
	
^^ (I,)-# ..... I ( u+m-1)^ ge^1\	 — gym-1
-- 124) f.
^
o -
the	 •s,	 i =v0,i,-=,m, ;are defined An "equation :(x'13),Ci
and
r;
denotes the-"smalles`t Integer ',greater than or
^I equal	 o" the enclosed number. 	 -
Proof:
	
From Theorem 1 of `Chapter ':IIL, it suffices to, show 4
.
the existence of a state --b 	 such that every state of the
i; deooder can be driven t6 D	 in exactly 2C-steps'.
{ _	 = First of a11,assume that the decoder is - tin an arbi-
y
erary , state` D^ at time u - , i.e. ., D' (u) _ "Dq, and let r(u)
f _
,. r (	
+1)
r Now assume that r, for some j e `{ 0,1 	 2m-11 , there;
- exists a path a i (u+2C').such ` that a j (u+2C) does not passJ
through node no (u+C).	 It Is not possible then for th^.s
Path ak	 ,(u+2C) to pass through both nodes no ( +k) and no(u+f),
0 .!5 k < C, C <`'f <_ 2C, since the optimum path from nQ (u+k) to
no
 (u+f) passes through no (u+k+i) , i. = 0,1,-^--, f-k. 	 -Thus
a (u+2C) does not pass through a zero order node (Ise., a
node reachable by means of m consecutive "zero" b:;=anch
( decisions) for at least" C consecutive-time units. 	 However
" over this-span at least one branch corresponding to an
information digit of a Il ene" must be taken e'rery m con-
k.
	
t	
-
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it	 :;^d	 F./_s	 ,-	 :,_^°{^,Yk,°d'3s£^ 
L{!5h	 ?I	 2 'd7`^-•'-	 23t19LiS'.SF. 	 ^# snv; P^i7S,+Y.,: ^	 ^	 N jr,^pS.i,., C^^"	 .,A, .: x g>,, , fi( t s .':'f'l^`	 y+
^r
secufive time units, of else a zero order node would be
r
L reachen.	 Thus -over this span, path a 3 (u+2C) picks up a
'a a
distance of at least dDD every 3m-time units, by nature -`
. of the . definition of dDD , and hence over^ this part r;tt'1ar: s
span of C t1me units g^iins a distance-- of --a^	 .east
- -	
- -C.: m
	
;(dt!MSLX d max+ dM	 dDD
	.d
':d max+d max+d
	 - (12)3m :. DD	 dn>7	 -	 DD - . U	 D	 DD	
^
However . there , exists r -path^through the trell i r froth
} the node Alch a3 (u+2C) passes through at depth -u to n3{u+2C)
foriaed - by taking 2C-m consecutive- "zero" brans es to node
n-(u+2C-m),' and then by-proceeding to node n .(u+2C) along-
3s
the m branches specIfied by the- binary representation of "3:
This path picks up a di stance of at.^ most< d D max from depth : y
u to u+m, a distance of 0 from u+m to u+2G m, and a.'dis- {
=	 tance of at most duma	 from depth-u+2C-m to u+2C, re:sulting
in at most a total distance gain of d max + d dmax,	 But
a
since this path intersects a^ ( u+2C) at` depth u 	 and gains
a smaller distance thana_j (u+2C) over the; next : 2C time units, r
- , j (u+2C) is not the "maximum likelihood" pa'-'-t to node
n^(u+2C) and a contradiction i s obtained, - Thus the con-
elusion is reached that :a3.(u+2C), i '= 0,1,---,2	 1, all
\
pass through node no(u+C).
Hence the state at time u 2C, 2 0 (u+2C), is.,merely
that vector obtained by considering-the minimum_ weight
5
path from node no (u+C) to each of the nodes no(u+2C),
n1 (u+2C),---, n2m_1 (u+2C)-, and.hence is independent of the
"_ pa.rt2cular state. at time u.	 We define this state as the
zero - state and. denote, it ^hen6aforth as" D' O'
—	 Thus every state can be - driven f to Do t ,n e sactl y 2C,r
:transitions, and the- theorem is proved..
It might be noted that Viterbl decoders are "Stable"22^
-
,
since the r stave moves E^ taorto,uois by from any state to: the
zero State.-
^. The-zero state'defined -abo - 	for 'a Viterbi decoder
' fJ( is analagous to t',he zero -state for "a .feedback decoder 'which
correctly decodes' in the-absence -of channel' errors, in the. F
sense that for each the "zero . state makes e transition 3.ni.,o .
' itself as a(5result of the all-zero , input', ve^tor;
d_°` In order to ve-rifer this far a Viterb 	 decoder, it
can be shown- by arguments -simile r' to. ` those. used' in the
I J proof of the above theorem that for r( ii) - r(u+1 )
f_
- r(u+2C)	 - ^J, paths a^(u+2C+1),	 3	 0,1,-=-,2m-1, all
T
pass through mode no (u+C+1 } (as well as through node n o (^,)+C ),)
'theThus the state at time U-+2C+1` will be^"dbternined by ;.
minimum weight paths from node no (u+C+1) to nodes. n (u+2C+1 )4,
i -
	 n (_u+2C+1
	
n m	 (u+2 C+1) , and hence D' (u.a-2 C+1) ` = Dv
the "zero state."	 However D° (u+2C) = : P 1 also, and thus
since r(u+2C) = 0 	 D' is seen to make a transition intor 4
_	
...	 ^.0
itself upon application of the input 00
Next let us consider the making of "hard decisions"1
by a Viterbi decoder which.operates upon a semi- infinite
r,.
trellis.
I.. Theorem 9.	 For a Viterbi decoder for a binary. , rate R
— T^0
f
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I
sirs#;erratic convolutional code of memory order m,
Pr{hard decision i*(u-1) is riot made by -time f)
< exp( -N.-u)^T (	 ?	 H( dDD )	 (126)
	
r	 F (mivo ri iti0
for p < -_" — and f-u sufficlently -large, where
r MNO
T (x)^xln.(p) - (1-x)3-1(1-p).
	
C127)P	 _--
K(x)	 xln(x) - (1-x)lr.(1-x),	 (12^)
dDD^ is the de f^lntn decca Ir_ mirzi m.a?:! dstance of the cede:
U is'=any _arbitrary but, f 1xe6 dis t•Lno-e - into `the trellis,
-and f As rile -epth at whi ch the decoder is present
operating. Moreover, -  fo" arbIt-mrF
!1m Fr(hard decisionf's (^^z-?) is Wac1e by-time-f)
	 1. (129)
f-- M
_	 Fr: . Let Cut -- -he -he ando_i ^raTxab':e defined as
re f c:oar:=e, is equal to the i.?ight off' the error pat` ,-
fro'D tJ-le u t 	 since the G'_llae-ro -sequence is
_-	 Now .ass's-fie_ hai ?^(f! and a,{F):; 4  
	 f.. >u are
ci s
 s tinet at 1 e-ast
	 deft%,
 u tc d 3pth .f of the trellis;
( .4-,e., t hey -o not pass t,hro+:tgh a Co r ,mon node over this span,
	
t	 ^herea.`o-ed7L) •:(, (f1 a .i { 1 ) > I f— '` d DDf where du ,f ( 9- )
denotes the 7'am ma_hr, distance bet:reen the segments of . the
two enc-Insect r=e;;;:ors from deptl- u to dep^n f of the trell is.
We also note '-hat r^ j' fra y {^') ^ 3{f)) ^ ^{^ 
,(a ; {#) R{f }s	 ?
> dui f. ,a 	 }) F"eom, the tr^.angle inequality.
. Now dn,f(a3(f)•R(f)) < du 
•
f(ai(f)•g(f)) + 2dsmax,
since from the proof of . Lemma 4, d(aj(f),R(f)) < dSmax +
+ d(aj(f),.t?(f)) and d^^u(ai(f)•R(f)) <_ dp^u(ai M13(f)) +
+ dSmax, Therefore dd,f(a3(f)•A(f)) +-du,f(ai(f).R(f)) <
_< 2du
,f
(ai (f)•R(f)) +_2dsmax.
We also note that du,,f(ai(f),R(f)) < du,f(Ti(u,f),R(f-))_
by definition_ of ai (f), where Ti (u,f) is the path from ^.he
node of the trellis which a- (f intersects "iit depth u, 	 -
formed by taking f- •u--m successive "zero" branches to no f-:n)
-anti then proceeding to node n- M.  Also, du , f ( 1 %, u X ,R(f) )
< `vu, f + 2mNo .
Thus in summary,
f-•
	<	 (a (f)	 (f)) _<	 -(a ( f ),R(f))	d	 (a (f)•R(f))3m DD - au , f --	 .a i	 du f ° j	 + u f -i
< 2du, f(ai(f),3(f)) + 2dsmax 12du,
 f(T(u.f).R(f)) + 2dSmax
< 2 C f + 4m:% + 2dsmax,	 (131 )
and therefore
f-u,	 (1^2^Cu, f f ^; fib - No .
CU	dThus if actually No i f') <
o- 
2 (^ , a con-
tradiction is obtained to the assumption that two arbi-
trary paths a i (f) and a  ( f ) are - distinct back through a`ept?n
u. And hence a hard decision (i.e., 1*(u-1)) is assuAred
at time f.
75
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Therefore from the.Chernoff bound E21 , for p < dDD
Pr(hard decision i*(u-1) is not made by time f) <
Pr(Nu f-u > d^mN ) < exp(-No (f-u) [Tp ( d 	)-H( d^ =^ ) (133)o <	 0	 0
for f-u sufficiently large such that 2(fmu is insignificant
compared to -d}.D+ D^
'
^ MN_
Now since there exist sequences of error vectors which
result in "hard decision" i # (u-1) (as wel?_ as i # (0) ,---,
1 # (u-2)) being made by some future time f, even for arbi-
trary p the probability is "one" that one of these sequences
will eventually occur, and thus
lim Pr(hard decision i*(u-1) is made by time f) = 1,
f--^oo
completing the proof of the theorem.
It would be fortunate if a hard decision were in
general "guaranteed after a given namber of additional
time units, but the following counterexample demonstrates
that such is not the case.
Consider the trellis for the binary, rate R = 2,
systematic convolutional code of memor;z order m = 2n-1,
with z^Z^ e (go^1^,---,gm^1^)	 ( s ), (or equivalently,
( o^lj,,9n^l^)), go (1) - 1, and w(E,) _> 2, for the
semi-infinite received vectors r (1)	 (r(1)(0), r(1)(1),--)
0 and r (2)	 ( r(2) ( 0 ), r(2)(1), ^_) _ (^=g= g= ---) + (100--0_).
Now at depth to into the trellis, t an even integer,
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tr%J'iTV tin •^ ^i	
17 TREWN
,^.._eTinK _M 
(i) = 1, i = 0,2n,n,--_,(t°2 )n,a o(tn) is such that ao n 
and ao tn(i) = 0 for i not a mu;tiple of 2n. Such a path9
disagrees with the received vector only once every m+i time
units with the exception of 2 differences over the first
m+1 time units. But at depth tn, for t an odd integer,
ao. tn(i).= 1^ i = n , "n : 5n , -,(t-2)n, and ao^ tn(i) = 0
9
i	 otherwise._ This path disagrees with the received vector
only once every m•^-1 time units after depth n, although
before n it has -a namber of disagreements equal to W(E)-1.
(The (100--0---) portion_ of r (2) forces the first n tlme
units to adsorb the parity disagreements rather than any(2)
other such n time units, since g o(1 ) = 1.)
Thus ao tn(0)	 1 for t even and ao tn(0) = 0 for
t odd, indicating that a bard decision is never made on
i(0) for this code and received pattern even as the depth
-
into - the trellis approaches infinity, and we ,ave the de-
sired counterexample.
Lemma
	
For a binary, rate 3= N system`^ti c convolu-0
tional code of memory order r,, a "hard decision" on the
inform-,tioncigit at time u, i(u), cannot be made at least
until. the Viterbi decoder is operating at depth u+;n+1 in to
the trellis-.
Proo f : 1 hard deci s 022 Oil ^ (Ll) i . npl j es '-h^:t for ^:^l-le 1.7 >
a j f( u ), j = 0,1,-- ,?TaT ;_r all piss, thrOu;Z hoods at_ ne'_s.•i'•h
u+1 correspondi ng to the same de,: s3-on .rte 1( u) ,I.
:;i11J^1^'!1a Sui?,et C`i Ei t.'!lE?'Ct?^(i2ti),2)^(ltI- ),^°,YI^TLI- ^L.f'-)^ O'•
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in1 (u+1),n3(u+1),---,n2m-1(u+1)t. But paths restricted to
passing through only one such subset cannot reach all 2m
nodes at a greater depth into the trellis for at least m
more branches. Hence f > m+u+1 and the lemma is proved.
Even though the number of states necessary and suf-
ficient for the calculation of BV is finite, the number of
-states required in an actual implementation of a. Viterbi
decoder is.finite if and only if the . code is such that a
	
t_	 hard decision is always made on i(u) at least by the time
the decoder is operating at depth J+u into the trellis,
for some J, -m+1 < j <co . For a Viterbi decoder, in order
to decode i(u.), must keep track of the.surviving paths in
the future until such a time that all of the paths emanating
from the nodes of the trellis at depth a "agree" on the
same estimate of i(u),
lie next show that, for a restricted range of rates,
there exist convolutional codes such that the associated
steady-state error probability of Viterbi decoding, PV,.
	
.y	
decreases exponentially with encoding constraint length.
First, however, a definition and two preliminary lemmas
are needed.
Definition 10s The received vectors r(i), r(i+1),---,
r(J-1) are said to be low wee ht received vectors if and
only if W(r(q):r(q+1)s-_-:r(q+m)) < 1d-- 11 q = i t 1+l,---,
-1-m, where dDD is the definite decoding minimum distance
of the associated code.
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Lemma 6. If the received vectors r(i), r(i+1),---,1:0-1)
I.
	
are low weight, then the path through the trellis from node
no (k) to no (f) with the smallest number of disagreements
with the received sequence is the all-zero path between
nodes no (k) and n0 (f), i< k<fs3•
Proofs The lemma is trivially true for f-k<m, since for
this case the only path from n o (k) to no (f) is the all-zero
path segment.
For f-k > m+1, it suffices to verify that d1(nc(k),no(f))
> do(n0(k),n0(f)), where dl(no(k).,no(f)) is defined as the-
minimum number of disagreements with a .tow-weight received
vector of any path from no (k) to n
o
 (f)of the form a(k)=1,
a(f-m-1)=1, a(f-m)=a(f-m+1)= --- =a(f-1)=0, and do(no(k),no(f))
Is defined as the maximum number of possible disagreements
of a low weight received vector with the all-zero path
segment between no (k) and n. M.
Now a path from n o (k) to no (f) with a(k)=1, a(f-m-1)=1,
i
and a(f-m)= --- =a(f-1)=0 has a weight of at least dFD > dDD
over the first m+1 branches, a weight of at least d over
DD
the last 2m+1 branches, and a weight of at least d DD over
each consecutive string of 3m branches. And a low weight_
received vector has a weight of at most f-k	 D-1ceived ver
^m +1^ ^
f-k consecutive branches. Thus it can be easily verified
that dl ( no (k) , no (f) ) > LDD+1
 , m+1 _< f-k 53m+1
-(134)d +1
> A D2 , 3 (A-1 )m+2 < f-k <_ 3Am+1 ,
A = 2,3,4,---
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a	 _
fAnd since
d0(n0(k),n	 do(f))< ;n^1	 (135)r
it can be shown that
d1 (no (k),no(f)) > do(no(k),no(f)), f-k = m+1, m+2, --. (136)
Hence the optimum path between two zero order nodes, con-
((
	
ditioned upon reception of a low weight received vector,
I	 is the all-zero path between the two nodes. This completes
the proof of the lemma.
Lemma . If the received vectors r(u-F), r(u- F+1), ---,
r(u), ---, r(u+F-1) are low weight, where F 3m(dDmax +
+ dU.max + 1), then a i (u+F), i = 0,1,---,2m-1, all pass
through no (u) and hence 1 # (u-1) = 0.
Proof: Assume r(u-F),---,r(u-F+1) are low weight and that
a (u+F) does not3	 ass through n (u) for someJ ,- 10 1	 mp	 3	 0	 . .--9 2 -1{ .
Now a i (u+F) cannot pass through both nodes no (k) and no(f.),
u-F <k<  u < f < u+F, because from Lemma 6 4;he optimum path
from no (k) to no (f) passes through no (u). Hence ai(u+F)
does not pass through a zero order node for at least F con-
secutive branches through the trellis (i.e., from depth
u-F to u or from u to u+F, or both).
Without loss
consecutive- branch,
up a distance with
span of at least
F ld 
^3m IDD - ^+Fi
of generality, assuming that these F
as are from depth u to u+F, a 3 (u+F) picks
respect to the received vector over this
^
dDD-1
	 F	 - F dDD-1
^ > ^DD m T
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{
= (dUmax + dDmax + 1)d DD -2(dUmax + dDmax + )(dDD-1)
a = 2aDD ( dUma x + dDmax + 1) + 2 ( dUmax + dDmax) +	 (137)
But the path to n^(u+F) from the node which a^(u+F) Inter-
sects at depth u, formed by t;akJ1.ng F-m. successive "zero"
I branches and then proceedixig from: no (u+F-m) to ni(u+F),
(	
picks up a distance with :^espect i.o the received path of
f _	 at most
d -1
s	 dD max + du max + F	 DD	 .1 D 
max + ^ d U
.ma.x +• F DD
m —6
dDmax + dUmax + 2dDD ( d,,max + dDmax + 1) - 2 (dDmax+dUmax+1 )
idDD(dUmax + dDmax + 1) + 2(d llmax + dUmax) - 2.	 (138)
This distance is thus less than that associaLled with
a 3 (u+F) over the sane span and a contradiction is obtained.
j	 Hence a i (u+F), i = 0, 1, -,2 -1, all pass through na(u),
^-	 i#(u-1) = 0, and the lemma is proved.
Therefore, if the all-zero transmitted sequence is
(	 assumed, the probability of error per information digit,
I	 Pr(i*(u-1)	 i(u-1) ), may be upper bounded ao
d-1
Pr(i# (u-1)	 i(^a-1)) < Pr(W(e(q):e(gti)
	
:e(q+-m)) > D—^),
for some q e i u-F, u-F+1 ,---,u+F-m-1} . 	 (139 )
And once again utilizing the Chernoff Bound, the
expression	 [dDD-1
Pr( w(e(a):---:e(a+m))	 .7 -) < e-NFDEX	 (!40)NFD	 NFID	 --	 •
for	 dDD-1
p <  	 is obtained, whereNFD
d^DD
-
-1
	dDD 1
E 1-L' T	 m g^	 ^ 1	 141Xp( N
FD )
	
( NrD	 (	 )
8i
d
Tp (x) and H(x) are defined in equations (12 "j) and (128),
and NF,D	 (m+1)No is the feedback decoding constraint
length (or the encoding constraint length).
Therefore, from equations (139), (140), the union
j	 bound, and the definition of F, the result
-N E	 2	 N F	 4.2)PV < (2F-m)e FD ^ < 12mNoe- FD Y,^	 (1
for p < N
	
, is obtained.
FD
For NDD sufficiently large, where NDD = NFD(1+R.)
is the definite decoding constraint length, Massey ^24^
has shown that there exist binary, systematic, rate R = KO
convolutional codes of Memory order m such that
DD > H-1 (0.11-R). In the above paper it was conjecturedN
DD
that tighter bounding arguments could do away with the
factor of 0.1 and the result dDD > H°1 ( 1-R) obtained, which
NDD	 1+R
is identical to the bound proved for periodic convolutional
codes [25	 Assuming the truth of this conjecture and
utilizing equation (142), the following theorem is obtained.
Theorem 10. For p < Z(R) ©g-1(1+R), and for NFD ^ (n+l)No
sufficiently large, there exist binary, rate R= ^, sys-
o
tematic convolutional codes of memory order m such that
the associated steady-state Viterbi decoding probability
of error PV is upper bounded by
82
ei	 PV < 12M2No e_NFDEV(R) 	 (143)
where	 EV(R) 0 Tp (Z(R) ) - H(Z(R) )	 (144)
For p = .015, the .rate R must satisfy R < z in order
for p < Z(R) to hold; this range of rates is substantially
less than channel capacity C, which here is equal to
.887 bits/channel symbol. Also, EV(0) = .0703, which
compares unfavorably to R o = .683, where Ro is the zero-
rate random coding exponent for both convolutional and
block codes [2g for the particular-channel.
The value of Theorem 10, in spite of the above men-
tioned limitations on EV(R), lies in the demonstration that
variable span decoders for convolutional codes can be
operated without resynchronization and a steady-state error
probability obtained which decreases exponentially with
encoding constraint length.
It should be noted t
l
hat a definite decoder, which
corrects every pattern of I dD -1j or fewer errors over a
definite decoding constraint length could achieve-a per-
formance similar to that guaranteed Viterbi decoders by
equation (143), and for a highS^ ran e of rates. For here,DL-1^
p would only need satisfy p < 	 2
NDD
Viterbi decoders are rendered impractical because the
complexity of their implementation grows greater than
exponentially with encoder memory M. The most practical
"variable span" decoding technique to date, sequential
83
decoding, has a complexity which grows (approx{.mately)
only linearly with m H .
Straightforward generalizations of the results of
this section can be made to arbitrary rate 11 = No convolu-•No
tion.9.1 codes, as was mentioned earlier. Generalizations
can also be made to codes over GF(q) i.f the binary sym-
metric channel is replaced by a memoryless, time-invariant,
-additive GF(q) noise source.
3
VIII. SUMMARZ CONCLUSIONS. AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FU 'n HE R RESEA RC r-?
In Chapter I, the concepts of genie, definite, and
feedback decoding of convolutional codes were introduced,
and an explanation given as to why previously attempted
analyses of the feedback decoding probability of error had
proven fruitless.
In Chapter II, a new approach for calcula tuln.g the
feedback decoding error probability,	 in which the entire
feedback decoder is modeled as a finite, autonomous sto-
chastic sequential machine, was introduced 'via its appli-
cation to a simple convolutional. code and feedback decoding
function. For this example it was found that P GD < PFD < PDD,
O< P< z, where PGD, PFD, and PDD are the error probabilities
(steady-state) associated with genie, feedback, and definite
decoding, respectively, for the particular code, and p is
the transition probability of the binary symmetric channel.
This is the first instance known that an exact expression
has been obtained for P FD for a non--trivial convolutional
code and decoding rule.
In Chapter III, the stochastic sequential, mach-ine
approach was formalized for feedback decoders for b:;.na.ry,
rate R =° systematic convolutional codes of memory order
0
m, used for transmission over a binary syaunetric channel_,
and a precise expression developed for P FD (u), th.° probe
8;
art
	 r
a
t
}
a:"Ll ity of error associated with the feedback decoding of
the ,ith subblock of information digits, Unfortunately, as
was stated, the number of states of vhe machine, and hence
the complexity of the computation required, grows exponentially
with mN.0
P_? sc, in Chapter III, sufficient - conditions were given
I e ^xi stence of a steady-state decoder state probabil:i;;y
e _'::^~ 1, a - nd it was sho -m- that the ex°! stence of  is a
S "_` "'. ; `_ 'T?t cord- t  on for t=Te existence of P FD	 lim PFDO^i
were given for which PFD exis is but - ti does not, and
neither tai nor FuD exists.
tn 'i,ar ,er IV, the Qua.-3i-Maximum Likelihood Decoder
?maximum i,ikeliYi^?od DecGder (I^iLL}, and Tae Maximum
L=-? =:_?
	
'°t',.n 1f'r (Ttt	 , a1-1 feedback decoders, were de
o an exam, ^ 'le it was d¢T1011Strdted that,
._,d	 one. estim-ate, made by an tLD are
YJv	 rs' _a,N7 y;hf,	 likeli ho,d" estimates,
co:,;,; _°tom !? =_IL^^ t i _ 	 vrz?Cnr3s? c,v?^±? _°.T?d i2?pL?ta	 hi?Gth2r
x•^. ~SY'i: t­= s ter` `- i at a feedbag ok decoder wha_ch puts
Gat 1" 	 T`_: r 1 S 1 r ^nd ^!^ i m:i ' .r, j j1 $ i E'a_ Ct-Jt Fly . %lot
C`_e!`c'.^^ -•i'v 	 a	 de-oder for which 	-
P	 IS
A 1. o	 Chapter !V, it ,.,as proved the t steady-state
state	 exist for a QN.LD with N - Pzq
tSiTere N I s
 the s., allest 1 o'+Ii'r o4 t',le iarkov transition matrix
associated with the decoder states for which there exists
a nonzero Column. Steady- s t,: ite st- to occupancy probabilities
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were.also round to exist for another class of feedback de-
s coders, namely the decoders which correct up to the feed-
back decoding minimum distance of the code and estimate
the all-zero vector whenever the syndrome state and input
vector is consistent with--no "minimum distance correctable"
z=
- error pattern.
In Chapter V,-the stochastic sequential machine
approach  was used in order to obtain an expression-=for
pSDD(k}, the Probability of error of a k stage semi-definite
ddcoder.	 The concept of an "equivalent feedba-ak dEccder"
proved useful in the development and was found to DMvide
insight into semi-definite decoding operation.
	 A sufficient
condition was obtained for lim PyDD(k) 
=PFD, and examples
given both for which this event- does and does riot occur.
Also,.an example was exhibited_ for which there exists ,a
_ parti-cular value of k, kQ, such that PSDD(kq) is strictly
_ less-than both the P.FD for a TMLD and the PDD for a "max-
imum likelihood definite decoder" associated with the code,
-_ indicating.that semi-definite decoding may be of practical
importance.
E _	 in Chapter Vi, it was shown that nothing in general
can be said about the ordering of F CD , PPD, and PDD , although
some special cas^ relationships were found among these quan-
titie_s.	 By application of the Theorem of Irrelevance of
Wozencraft and Jacobs, it was shown that any-method of -de-
cAing the uth subblock of :information digits, in which the
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received vectors corresponding to times greater i;han a+,:i
are not observed, has an associated probability of error
which is lower bounded by PMLGD, the probability of error
of the "maximum likelihood genie decoder" for the sar-e
code. In particular;" i'r1LGD . pH^ and pilL,' < rD_,.
Also in Chapter II, in the limit a.s the bin-ary sym-
metric channel transitivi'^ pi •obability p approaches zer,, `1--
relationship P1,D < rDD was established for codes for -w 7,
more errors are guaranteed correctable by the feedb: ::°	 --
eodirg minimun distance than by the defir_ite decoct 1 nt
minimum distance g and which are decoded .by part= cu' ar
clas s of feedback decoders. his class decodes up t t' F`
feedback decoding mini-nlum distance n"`.-he code =end c.x h.bi`_
finite error propagation lent-th L.
In Chapter VII, Viterbi decoc;ers were deocr 	 L
the framework of the "condensed code tree" ,ir'hode trellis"
formulation of Forney. By proper definition of the "state".
of the system, it was shown. that a Viterbi decoder also
could be modeled as a finite autonomous stochastic sequen-
tial machine :or the purpose of calculating the probability
of error Der information digit, even for non-finite encoding:
trees. Fere also, unfortunately, it was shown that the
number of states of the machine grows extremely rapidly
(greater than exponentially) with encoder memory m.
An example was given in which the above approach ;aas
illustrated, sand in which it was demonstrated that, even
8 ^;
though a maximum likelihood sequence of information digits
is es`L;imated by a Viterbi decoder, the "
 probabilI Ny of error
per information digit is not necessarily minimized.
Steady-state state occupancy probabilities, and thug
steady-state decoding probability of error, were found to-
exist.for Viterbi decoders for every convolutional code,
and a bound given on N, which here, as before, is the smallest
integer power of the Markov transit,_on matrix associated
1
with the decoder states for which there exists a nor-zero
column. A natural definition of the zero-state was given,
-and this state, aralagously to the zero-state of a feedback
decoder which correctly decodes in the absence of channel
`	
errors, was found to make a transition - into itself upon
application of the all-zero input.
Also in Chapter VII, the concept of a "hard decision"
t
was introduced, and a lower bound given on the number of
time units that must elapse before such a hard decision
is made by a Viterbi decoder. An example was given in
which it was demonstrated that a corresponding
	  	 bound
does not exist for -all codes, although it was shown that a
t
hard decision is eventually made by a Viterbi decoder with
f
probability-1.
Finally, in Chapter VII it was proved that, for a
I
restricted range of rates, there exist convolutional codes
E	 such that the Viterbi decoding probability o r error per in-
formation digit decreases exponent'lally with increasing en-
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t::rF i!f^^	 t	 w _ +1"^r	 y 4'^'^f"^' thy	 :( i	 -	 t
t,Ll Y` ` '}}' Y e ;• t^S1[ 5y'li^i'y^1u^t	 u\t lE,t "
s7t+ti -1e f
-	
- 	
^	 ::4 .µt n}YY' ^^ ,..., C;^t^tfE i^sj,^^.dy "dd' aN'^. { }^ ^	 ti	 H.3.,-	 '^ :^i` 1	 t'	 v	 . 1	 zt:..	 y.. .
coding constraint length. Althoiigh
substantially inferior to the nandom cr),iing.
for convolutional. and block codes, lj.'L,.
demonstration that "Variable span" decodler,,- "'an I-C!
without resynchronization and - stil l- atll.nln !:i	 probal
of error per information di-git,
UnfortunotelY. Uhe n-i-Mber or ztate.-
cula 4U- -Ion of P_	 101). , or	 at	 K 1-
DI	 "DI,
with en-coder memory m, which n-Iles out t'he rest0j.t.-	 t-
thesis as -practical methods of
for "real world" decoders. H-ovi e r	 r, r e s -ii.l.
here do add much insight into	 ,n,:!
Viterbi decoding behavior, and servt- as an anaI _ ,v t_'.-,r'1
work for'*urt'-er rcT search in ':^Ip
lead to very practical  reslilt- -s .
One area of practical l ni;eres,
gate d
 fur th-e r Is that concerned ,,i i 	 <A	 C
and P 
DDI f
or certain classes of :od ds s rid (I el-ot-I i	 =n-^
For example , does there exi st n, then re-,,. cl, If the PC-TTI
'good' codes ane-
 decodin- func IG-41cnS f,	 <
Anot" he r interesting  a u es t i on concerns thf,
of the f of a 'PMT	 K.,D for P_ bina-_ry,	 0, -. vFtemati::^
0
convolutional code of memory orde r m. 717 lis kaesirc-d
I 	 N I_	 -, %
f is the solution of f3	 in 9 01+.L 1 k _ o
variables, corres pondinz to IL-1- h e	 f, d	 no.	 i,-7
syndrome vectors
	 d?scoder, ::.tnd -3,-n, 	 lc?astl, In
principle, be deteri,^ Ilneid. Howivel r	 e
7
i
a simpler method, perhaps one based upon convolutional code
st.-Ucture, of determining the optimum f? Also, does there{	 exist. a simple 'test for proving that a gi- ,Ten function f
rests,-'-'s in a `1'I.ILD? (It should be remembered that even if
ea.,.h estir::ste e j*(u) is maxim,= likelihood conditioned upon
in steady-state, the corresponding f is not neces-
that of a TMLD.)
It would be of interest to prove that the f of a TMLD
i ne•^Yssar?'!y doterin nl^stic (or to produce an appropriate
., t,,,,L. 3
	 )	 That is, for KO = ' , if Pr(f (Yi) - 0) -
_	 - tri
 9.-id 1 r( f (Yi )	 1) - ---Ti , 0 < w3 < 1, then is the f
or the TMLD specified by vTi e 10,11 , Vi?
A delver mi natioa of t:ie conditions under which semi-
"^ :' :.'!to decoding-yields a smaller probability or error
gi-re_^ code than either feedback or definite decoding
pl-ove very useful.
Also,  yne proei eta of Hard decision maiming by a
er:^i decoo.er . should be investigated, in order to deter-
Codes for which  hard
:eei^'.on o-t i(u)	 ^ r:.i.nl-eed after a certain finite num-
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